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The elegant, unique look of the luxurious Abstract Collection is
generated by a keen combination of three different yarn
types resulting in a high-end 3D effect with a refined velvety
sheen. Every pattern was carefully designed to obtain the
most sophisticated contours and beautiful outlines.
This collection can be customized to your size requirements.

Name:
Color:

Abstract 2310-BL-E
Beige 680

Size:

160 x 230 cm
200 x 290 cm
240 x 340 cm
280 x 400 cm
320 x 460 cm
400 x 580 cm

(5’3” x 7’6”)

Php

(6’6” x 9’5”)
(7’9” x 11’2”)
(9’2” x 13’1”)
(10’5”x 15’1”)
(13’1” x 19’0”)

2020 CATALOG | www.eurobel.com.ph

33, 495
52, 495
73, 495
99, 995
134, 995

The elegant, unique look of the luxurious Abstract Collection is
generated by a keen combination of three different yarn
types resulting in a high-end 3D effect with a refined velvety
sheen. Every pattern was carefully designed to obtain the
most sophisticated contours and beautiful outlines.
This collection can be customized to your size requirements.

Name:
Color:

Abstract 2310-BL-E
Stone 945

Size:

160 x 230 cm
200 x 290 cm
240 x 340 cm
280 x 400 cm
320 x 460 cm
400 x 580 cm

(5’3” x 7’6”)

Php

(6’6” x 9’5”)
(7’9” x 11’2”)
(9’2” x 13’1”)
(10’5”x 15’1”)
(13’1” x 19’0”)

2020 CATALOG | www.eurobel.com.ph

33, 495
52, 495
73, 495
99, 995
134, 995
199, 995

A stunning, extensive collection of beau-tiful, well-balanced
patterns in a selection of exciting and trend-forward colors that
will certainly enhance any space. The well-defined micro-set
polypropylene yarn adds non-shedding softness to this refined,
densely woven collection.

Name:
Color:

Beau 56711-E
251

Size:

160 x 230 cm
200 x 290 cm
240 x 340 cm
280 x 400 cm
320 x 460 cm

(5’3” x 7’6”)

Php

(6’6” x 9’5”)
(7’9” x 11’2”)
(9’2” x 13’1”)
(10’5”x 15’1”)

2020 CATALOG | www.eurobel.com.ph

33, 495

The soft Chill Collection delivers an exciting high-low relief
effect created by a combination of polyester and 100%
heat-set polypropylene yarn into a broad range of
textured patterns with a subtle relief effect. The bicolored all-over design comes in warm neutral colors
that match the different styles of home decor. The
durable Chill rugs are stain-resistant and non-shedding.

Name:
Color:

Chill 81015-R | Less 20%
700

Size:

160 x 230 cm
200 x 290 cm
240 x 340 cm
280 x 400 cm
320 x 460 cm

(5’3” x 7’6”)

Php

(6’6” x 9’5”)
(7’9” x 11’2”)
(9’2” x 13’1”)
(10’5”x 15’1”)

2020 CATALOG | www.eurobel.com.ph

27, 495
42, 995

The soft Chill Collection delivers an exciting high-low relief
effect created by a combination of polyester and 100%
heat-set polypropylene yarn into a broad range of
textured patterns with a subtle relief effect. The bicolored all-over design comes in warm neutral colors
that match the different styles of home decor. The
durable Chill rugs are stain-resistant and non-shedding.

Name:
Color:

Chill 81017-R | Less 20%
700

Size:

160 x 230 cm
200 x 290 cm
240 x 340 cm
280 x 400 cm
320 x 460 cm

(5’3” x 7’6”)

Php

(6’6” x 9’5”)
(7’9” x 11’2”)
(9’2” x 13’1”)
(10’5”x 15’1”)

2020 CATALOG | www.eurobel.com.ph

27, 495
42, 995

The Conga Rugs are real eye-catchers with their vibrant color
palette and unique contemporary design. They boost every
room by adding a soft touch of glamour. The pile is a blend of
micro-set polypropylene yarn and strands of fine polyester to
provide punctuation of glimmer and sophisticated style.

Name:
Color:

Conga 65608-S | Less 20%
086

Size:

160 x 230 cm
200 x 290 cm
240 x 340 cm
280 x 400 cm
320 x 450 cm

(5’3” x 7’6”)

Php

(6’6” x 9’5”)
(7’9” x 11’2”)
(9’2” x 13’1”)
(10’5”x 15’1”)

2020 CATALOG | www.eurobel.com.ph

26, 495

The Conga Rugs are real eye-catchers with their vibrant color
palette and unique contemporary design. They boost every
room by adding a soft touch of glamour. The pile is a blend of
micro-set polypropylene yarn and strands of fine polyester to
provide punctuation of glimmer and sophisticated style.

Name:
Color:

Conga 65801-E
368

Size:

160 x 230 cm
200 x 290 cm
240 x 340 cm
280 x 400 cm
320 x 460 cm

(5’3” x 7’6”)

Php

(6’6” x 9’5”)
(7’9” x 11’2”)
(9’2” x 13’1”)
(10’5”x 15’1”)

2020 CATALOG | www.eurobel.com.ph

49, 995
79, 995

The Conga Rugs are real eye-catchers with their vibrant color
palette and unique contemporary design. They boost every
room by adding a soft touch of glamour. The pile is a blend
of micro-set polypropylene yarn and strands of fine polyester
to provide punctuation of glimmer and sophisticated style.

Name:
Color:

Conga 65801-E
863

Size:

160 x 230 cm
200 x 290 cm
240 x 340 cm
280 x 400 cm
320 x 460 cm

(5’3” x 7’6”)

Php

(6’6” x 9’5”)
(7’9” x 11’2”)
(9’2” x 13’1”)
(10’5”x 15’1”)

2020 CATALOG | www.eurobel.com.ph

49, 995
79, 995

.7

An all-time bestseller, the F-Sunrise collection boasts the sisal
look without the roughness and maintenance issues of sisal
rugs. A flat weave design made with 100% polypropylene
Stainsafe® that looks so natural and sophisticated on both
indoor and outdoor. It’s weather safe, durable, suitable for
allergic persons, very easy to clean and non-shedding.
This collection can be customized to your size requirements.

Name:
Color:

F-Sunrise-BL-R | Less 20%
Beige 26

Size:

150 x 220 cm
190 x 280 cm
230 x 330 cm
270 x 390 cm
310 x 450 cm
390 x 570 cm

(5’0” x 7’2”)

Php

(6’2” x 9’2”)
(7’6” x 10’9”)
(8’9” x 12’8”)
(10’2”x 14’5”)
(12’8” x 18’7”)

2020 CATALOG | www.eurobel.com.ph

19, 995
32, 495
45, 995
62, 995
82, 495
129, 995

7

An all-time popular choice, the F-Voodoo collection boasts
the sisal look without the roughness and maintenance issues
of sisal rugs.
A flat weave design made with 100%
polypropylene Stainsafe® that looks so natural and
sophisticated on both indoor and outdoor. It’s weather safe,
durable, suitable for allergic persons, very easy to clean and
non-shedding.
This collection can be customized to your size requirements.

Name:
Color:

F-Voodoo-BL-R | Less 20%
Brown 75

Size:

150 x 220 cm
190 x 280 cm
230 x 330 cm
270 x 390 cm
310 x 450 cm
390 x 570 cm

(5’0” x 7’2”)

Php

(6’2” x 9’2”)
(7’6” x 10’9”)
(8’9” x 12’8”)
(10’2”x 14’5”)
(12’8” x 18’7”)

2020 CATALOG | www.eurobel.com.ph

19, 995
32, 495
45, 995
62, 995
82, 495
129, 995

The unique elegant look of the luxurious high-low pile Contour
Collection is achieved by combining three different yarn
types, which results in a high-end 3D-relief effect with a refined
velvety sheen. Every pattern was carefully designed to obtain
the most sophisticated contours and beautiful outlines. The
soft, rich neutral tones guarantee a perfect match in all kinds
of interior décor and will certainly add elegance and
grandeur to every living space.

Name:
Color:

Contour 73155-E
572

Size:

160 x 230 cm
200 x 290 cm
240 x 340 cm
280 x 400 cm
320 x 460 cm

(5’3” x 7’6”)

Php

(6’6” x 9’5”)
(7’9” x 11’2”)
(9’2” x 13’1”)
(10’5”x 15’1”)

2020 CATALOG | www.eurobel.com.ph

49, 995
79, 995
114, 995

The unique elegant look of the luxurious high-low pile Contour
Collection is achieved by combining three different yarn
types, which results in a high-end 3D-relief effect with a refined
velvety sheen. Every pattern was carefully designed to obtain
the most sophisticated contours and beautiful outlines. The
soft, rich neutral tones guarantee a perfect match in all kinds
of interior décor and will certainly add elegance and
grandeur to every living space.

Name:
Color:

Contour 73159-E
573

Size:

160 x 230 cm
200 x 290 cm
240 x 340 cm
280 x 400 cm
320 x 460 cm

(5’3” x 7’6”)

Php

(6’6” x 9’5”)
(7’9” x 11’2”)
(9’2” x 13’1”)
(10’5”x 15’1”)

2020 CATALOG | www.eurobel.com.ph

49, 995

The unique elegant look of the luxurious high-low pile Contour
Collection is achieved by combining three different yarn
types, which results in a high-end 3D-relief effect with a refined
velvety sheen. Every pattern was carefully designed to obtain
the most sophisticated contours and beautiful outlines. The
soft, rich neutral tones guarantee a perfect match in all kinds
of interior décor and will certainly add elegance and
grandeur to every living space.

Name:
Color:

Contour 73159-E
672

Size:

160 x 230 cm
200 x 290 cm
240 x 340 cm
280 x 400 cm
320 x 460 cm

(5’3” x 7’6”)

Php

(6’6” x 9’5”)
(7’9” x 11’2”)
(9’2” x 13’1”)
(10’5”x 15’1”)

2020 CATALOG | www.eurobel.com.ph

49, 995

The luxurious softness and sophisticated look of the Cyrus
Collection guarantees long lasting comfort and style. The rugs
are woven with a mix of shrink polyester fiber and heat-set
polypropylene fiber for soft and volumized texture that is nonshedding and very easy to maintain.

Name:
Color:

Cyrus 17B-R | Less 20%
Ivory Blue

Size:

160 x 230 cm
200 x 290 cm
240 x 340 cm
280 x 400 cm
320 x 460 cm

(5’3” x 7’6”)

Php

(6’6” x 9’5”)
(7’9” x 11’2”)
(9’2” x 13’1”)
(10’5”x 15’1”)

2020 CATALOG | www.eurobel.com.ph

31, 495

The luxurious softness and sophisticated look of the Cyrus
Collection guarantees long lasting comfort and style. The rugs
are woven with a mix of shrink polyester fiber and heat-set
polypropylene fiber for soft and volumized texture that is nonshedding and very easy to maintain.

Name:
Color:

Cyrus 18A-R | Less 20%
Gray

Size:

160 x 230 cm
200 x 290 cm
240 x 340 cm
280 x 400 cm
320 x 460 cm

(5’3” x 7’6”)

Php

(6’6” x 9’5”)
(7’9” x 11’2”)
(9’2” x 13’1”)
(10’5”x 15’1”)

2020 CATALOG | www.eurobel.com.ph

31, 495
49, 995
69, 995
95, 495

The luxurious softness and sophisticated look of the Cyrus
Collection guarantees long lasting comfort and style. The rugs
are woven with a mix of shrink polyester fiber and heat-set
polypropylene fiber for soft and volumized texture that is nonshedding and very easy to maintain.

Name:
Color:

Cyrus 18A-R | Less 20%
Mink

Size:

160 x 230 cm
200 x 290 cm
240 x 340 cm
280 x 400 cm
320 x 460 cm

(5’3” x 7’6”)

Php

(6’6” x 9’5”)
(7’9” x 11’2”)
(9’2” x 13’1”)
(10’5”x 15’1”)

2020 CATALOG | www.eurobel.com.ph

31, 495
49, 995
69, 995
95, 495

The luxurious softness and sophisticated look of the Cyrus
Collection guarantees long lasting comfort and style. The rugs
are woven with a mix of shrink polyester fiber and heat-set
polypropylene fiber for soft and volumized texture that is nonshedding and very easy to maintain.

Name:
Color:

Cyrus 30A-R
Anthra

Size:

160 x 230 cm
200 x 290 cm
240 x 340 cm
280 x 400 cm
320 x 460 cm
400 x 580 cm

(5’3” x 7’6”)

Php

(6’6” x 9’5”)
(7’9” x 11’2”)
(9’2” x 13’1”)
(10’5” x 15’1”)
(13’1” x 19’0”)

2020 CATALOG | www.eurobel.com.ph

31, 495
49, 995
69, 995
95, 495
124, 995
199, 995

The luxurious softness and sophisticated look of the Cyrus
Collection guarantees long lasting comfort and style. The rugs
are woven with a mix of shrink polyester fiber and heat-set
polypropylene fiber for soft and volumized texture that is nonshedding and very easy to maintain.

Name:
Color:

Cyrus 30A-R | Less 20%
Brown

Size:

160 x 230 cm
200 x 290 cm
240 x 340 cm
280 x 400 cm
320 x 460 cm
400 X 580 cm

(5’3” x 7’6”)

Php

(6’6” x 9’5”)
(7’9” x 11’2”)
(9’2” x 13’1”)
(10’5”x 15’1”)
(13’1” X 19’0”)

2020 CATALOG | www.eurobel.com.ph

31, 495
49, 995
69, 995
95, 495
124, 995
199, 995

The luxurious softness and sophisticated look of the
Cyrus Collection guarantees long lasting comfort
and style. The rugs are woven with a mix of shrink
polyester fiber and heat-set polypropylene fiber for
soft and volumized texture that is non -shedding and
very easy to maintain.

Name:
Color:

Cyrus 121A-R | Less 20%
B44

Size:

160 x 230 cm
200 x 290 cm
240 x 340 cm
280 x 400 cm
320 x 460 cm

(5’3” x 7’6”)

Php

(6’6” x 9’5”)
(7’9” x 11’2”)
(9’2” x 13’1”)
(10’5”x 15’1”)

2020 CATALOG | www.eurobel.com.ph

31, 495
49, 995
69, 995
95, 495
124, 995

The luxurious softness and sophisticated look of the Cyrus
Collection guarantees long lasting comfort and style. The rugs
are woven with a mix of shrink polyester fiber and heat-set
polypropylene fiber for soft and volumized texture that is nonshedding and very easy to maintain.

Name:
Color:

Cyrus 178A-R | Less 20%
B62

Size:

160 x 230 cm
200 x 290 cm
240 x 340 cm
280 x 400 cm
320 x 460 cm
400 x 580 cm

(5’3” x 7’6”)

Php

(6’6” x 9’5”)
(7’9” x 11’2”)
(9’2” x 13’1”)
(10’5”x 15’1”)
(13’1” x 19’0”)

2020 CATALOG | www.eurobel.com.ph

31, 495
49, 995
69, 995
95, 495
124, 995
199, 995

The luxurious softness and sophisticated look of the Cyrus
Collection guarantees long lasting comfort and style. The rugs
are woven with a mix of shrink polyester fiber and heat-set
polypropylene fiber for soft and volumized texture that is nonshedding and very easy to maintain.

Name:
Color:

Cyrus 179A-R | Less 20%
F34

Size:

160 x 230 cm
200 x 290 cm
240 x 340 cm
280 x 400 cm
320 x 460 cm
400 x 580 cm

(5’3” x 7’6”)

Php

(6’6” x 9’5”)
(7’9” x 11’2”)

49, 995
69, 995

(9’2” x 13’1”)
(10’5”x 15’1”)
(13’1” x 19’0”)

2020 CATALOG | www.eurobel.com.ph

124, 995
199, 995

The luxurious softness and sophisticated look of the Cyrus
Collection guarantees long lasting comfort and style. The rugs
are woven with a mix of shrink polyester fiber and heat-set
polypropylene fiber for soft and volumized texture that is nonshedding and very easy to maintain.

Name:
Color:

Cyrus 188A-R | Less 20%
A22

Size:

160 x 230 cm
200 x 290 cm
240 x 340 cm
280 x 400 cm
320 x 460 cm
400 x 580 cm

(5’3” x 7’6”)

Php

(6’6” x 9’5”)
(7’9” x 11’2”)
(9’2” x 13’1”)
(10’5”x 15’1”)
(13’1” x 19’0”)

2020 CATALOG | www.eurobel.com.ph

49, 995
69, 995
95, 495
124, 995

The luxurious softness and sophisticated look of the Cyrus
Collection guarantees long lasting comfort and style. The rugs
are woven with a mix of shrink polyester fiber and heat-set
polypropylene fiber for soft and volumized texture that is nonshedding and very easy to maintain.

Name:
Color:

Cyrus 240A-R | Less 20%
A24

Size:

160 x 230 cm
200 x 290 cm
240 x 340 cm
280 x 400 cm
320 x 460 cm
400 x 580 cm

(5’3” x 7’6”)

Php

(6’6” x 9’5”)
(7’9” x 11’2”)
(9’2” x 13’1”)
(10’5”x 15’1”)
(13’1” x 19’0”)

2020 CATALOG | www.eurobel.com.ph

31, 495
49, 995
69, 995
95, 495
124, 995

The luxurious softness and sophisticated look of the Cyrus
Collection guarantees long lasting comfort and style. The rugs
are woven with a mix of shrink polyester fiber and heat-set
polypropylene fiber for soft and volumized texture that is nonshedding and very easy to maintain.

Name:
Color:

Cyrus 250A-R | Less 20%
A24

Size:

160 x 230 cm
200 x 290 cm
240 x 340 cm
280 x 400 cm
320 x 460 cm
400 x 580 cm

(5’3” x 7’6”)

Php

(6’6” x 9’5”)
(7’9” x 11’2”)
(9’2” x 13’1”)
(10’5”x 15’1”)
(13’1” x 19’0”)

2020 CATALOG | www.eurobel.com.ph

31, 495
49, 995
69, 995
95, 495
124, 995
199, 995

The luxurious softness and sophisticated look of the Cyrus
Collection guarantees long lasting comfort and style. The rugs
are woven with a mix of shrink polyester fiber and heat-set
polypropylene fiber for soft and volumized texture that is nonshedding and very easy to maintain.

Name:
Color:

Cyrus 251A-R | Less 20%
A54

Size:

160 x 230 cm
200 x 290 cm
240 x 340 cm
280 x 400 cm
320 x 460 cm
400 x 580 cm

(5’3” x 7’6”)

Php

(6’6” x 9’5”)
(7’9” x 11’2”)
(9’2” x 13’1”)
(10’5” x 15’1”)
(13’1” x 19’0”)

2020 CATALOG | www.eurobel.com.ph

31, 495
49, 995
69, 995
95, 495
124, 995

The luxurious softness and sophisticated look of the Cyrus
Collection guarantees long lasting comfort and style. The rugs
are woven with a mix of shrink polyester fiber and heat-set
polypropylene fiber for soft and volumized texture that is nonshedding and very easy to maintain.

Name:
Color:

Cyrus 256A-R | Less 20%
A24

Size:

160 x 230 cm
200 x 290 cm
240 x 340 cm
280 x 400 cm
320 x 460 cm
400 x 580 cm

(5’3” x 7’6”)

Php

(6’6” x 9’5”)
(7’9” x 11’2”)
(9’2” x 13’1”)
(10’5”x 15’1”)
(13’1” x 19’0”)

2020 CATALOG | www.eurobel.com.ph

31, 495
49, 995
69, 995
95, 495
124, 995

The luxurious softness and sophisticated look of the Cyrus
Collection guarantees long lasting comfort and style. The rugs
are woven with a mix of shrink polyester fiber and heat-set
polypropylene fiber for soft and volumized texture that is nonshedding and very easy to maintain.

Name:
Color:

Cyrus 256A-R | Less 20%
B65

Size:

160 x 230 cm
200 x 290 cm
240 x 340 cm
280 x 400 cm
320 x 460 cm
400 x 580 cm

(5’3” x 7’6”)

Php

(6’6” x 9’5”)
(7’9” x 11’2”)
(9’2” x 13’1”)
(10’5”x 15’1”)
(13’1” x 19’0”)

2020 CATALOG | www.eurobel.com.ph

31, 495
49, 995
69, 995
95, 495
124, 995

The luxurious softness and sophisticated look of the Cyrus
Collection guarantees long lasting comfort and style. The rugs
are woven with a mix of shrink polyester fiber and heat-set
polypropylene fiber for soft and volumized texture that is nonshedding and very easy to maintain.

Name:
Color:

Cyrus 449A-R | Less 20%
B16

Size:

160 x 230 cm
200 x 290 cm
240 x 340 cm
280 x 400 cm
320 x 460 cm
400 x 580 cm

(5’3” x 7’6”)

Php

(6’6” x 9’5”)
(7’9” x 11’2”)
(9’2” x 13’1”)
(10’5” x 15’1”)
(13’1” x 19’0”)

2020 CATALOG | www.eurobel.com.ph

31, 495
49, 995
69, 995
95, 495
124, 995

The luxurious softness and sophisticated look of the Cyrus
Collection guarantees long lasting comfort and style. The rugs
are woven with a mix of shrink polyester fiber and heat-set
polypropylene fiber for soft and volumized texture that is nonshedding and very easy to maintain.

Name:
Color:

Cyrus 450A-R | Less 20%
A22

Size:

160 x 230 cm
200 x 290 cm
240 x 340 cm
280 x 400 cm
320 x 460 cm
400 x 580 cm

(5’3” x 7’6”)

Php

(6’6” x 9’5”)
(7’9” x 11’2”)
(9’2” x 13’1”)
(10’5” x 15’1”)
(13’1” x 19’0”)

2020 CATALOG | www.eurobel.com.ph

31, 495
49, 995
69, 995
95, 495
124, 995

The luxurious softness and sophisticated look of the Cyrus
Collection guarantees long lasting comfort and style. The rugs
are woven with a mix of shrink polyester fiber and heat-set
polypropylene fiber for soft and volumized texture that is nonshedding and very easy to maintain.

Name:
Color:

Cyrus 450A-R | Less 20%
A62

Size:

160 x 230 cm
200 x 290 cm
240 x 340 cm
280 x 400 cm
320 x 460 cm
400 x 580 cm

(5’3” x 7’6”)

Php

(6’6” x 9’5”)
(7’9” x 11’2”)
(9’2” x 13’1”)
(10’5” x 15’1”)
(13’1” x 19’0”)

2020 CATALOG | www.eurobel.com.ph

31, 495
49, 995
69, 995
95, 495
124, 995

The luxurious softness and sophisticated look of the Cyrus
Collection guarantees long lasting comfort and style. The rugs
are woven with a mix of shrink polyester fiber and heat-set
polypropylene fiber for soft and volumized texture that is nonshedding and very easy to maintain.

Name:
Color:

Cyrus 453A-R | Less 20%
A52

Size:

160 x 230 cm
200 x 290 cm
240 x 340 cm
280 x 400 cm
320 x 460 cm
400 x 580 cm

(5’3” x 7’6”)

Php

(6’6” x 9’5”)
(7’9” x 11’2”)
(9’2” x 13’1”)
(10’5” x 15’1”)
(13’1” x 19’0”)

2020 CATALOG | www.eurobel.com.ph

31, 495
49, 995
69, 995
95, 495
124, 995

The luxurious softness and sophisticated look of the Cyrus
Collection guarantees long lasting comfort and style. The rugs
are woven with a mix of shrink polyester fiber and heat-set
polypropylene fiber for soft and volumized texture that is nonshedding and very easy to maintain.

Name:
Color:

Cyrus 457A-R | Less 20%
A52

Size:

160 x 230 cm
200 x 290 cm
240 x 340 cm
280 x 400 cm
320 x 460 cm
400 x 580 cm

(5’3” x 7’6”)

Php

(6’6” x 9’5”)
(7’9” x 11’2”)
(9’2” x 13’1”)
(10’5”x 15’1”)
(13’1” x 19’0”)

2020 CATALOG | www.eurobel.com.ph

31, 495
49, 995
69, 995
95, 495
124, 995

The luxurious softness and sophisticated look of the Cyrus
Collection guarantees long lasting comfort and style. The rugs
are woven with a mix of shrink polyester fiber and heat-set
polypropylene fiber for soft and volumized texture that is nonshedding and very easy to maintain.

Name:
Color:

Cyrus 458A-R | Less 20%
A62

Size:

160 x 230 cm
200 x 290 cm
240 x 340 cm
280 x 400 cm
320 x 460 cm
400 x 580 cm

(5’3” x 7’6”)

Php

(6’6” x 9’5”)
(7’9” x 11’2”)
(9’2” x 13’1”)
(10’5” x 15’1”)
(13’1” x 19’0”)

2020 CATALOG | www.eurobel.com.ph

31, 495
49, 995
69, 995
95, 495
124, 995

The luxurious softness and sophisticated look of the Cyrus
Collection guarantees long lasting comfort and style. The rugs
are woven with a mix of shrink polyester fiber and heat-set
polypropylene fiber for soft and volumized texture that is nonshedding and very easy to maintain.

Name:
Color:

Cyrus 473A-R | Less 20%
155

Size:

160 x 230 cm
200 x 290 cm
240 x 340 cm
280 x 400 cm
320 x 460 cm
400 x 580 cm

(5’3” x 7’6”)

Php

(6’6” x 9’5”)
(7’9” x 11’2”)
(9’2” x 13’1”)
(10’5”x 15’1”)
(13’1” x 19’0”)

2020 CATALOG | www.eurobel.com.ph

31, 495
49, 995
69, 995
95, 495
124, 995

The luxurious softness and sophisticated look of the Cyrus
Collection guarantees long lasting comfort and style. The rugs
are woven with a mix of shrink polyester fiber and heat-set
polypropylene fiber for soft and volumized texture that is nonshedding and very easy to maintain.

Name:
Color:

Cyrus 473A-R | Less 20%
A62

Size:

160 x 230 cm
200 x 290 cm
240 x 340 cm
280 x 400 cm
320 x 460 cm
400 x 580 cm

(5’3” x 7’6”)

Php

(6’6” x 9’5”)
(7’9” x 11’2”)
(9’2” x 13’1”)
(10’5”x 15’1”)
(13’1” x 19’0”)

2020 CATALOG | www.eurobel.com.ph

95, 495
124, 995

The luxurious softness and sophisticated look of the Cyrus
Collection guarantees long lasting comfort and style. The rugs
are woven with a mix of shrink polyester fiber and heat-set
polypropylene fiber for soft and volumized texture that is nonshedding and very easy to maintain.

Name:
Color:

Cyrus 474A-R | Less 20%
A12

Size:

160 x 230 cm
200 x 290 cm
240 x 340 cm
280 x 400 cm
320 x 460 cm
400 x 580 cm

(5’3” x 7’6”)

Php

(6’6” x 9’5”)
(7’9” x 11’2”)
(9’2” x 13’1”)
(10’5” x 15’1”)
(13’1” x 19’0”)

2020 CATALOG | www.eurobel.com.ph

31, 495
49, 995
69, 995
95, 495
124, 995

The luxurious softness and sophisticated look of the Cyrus
Collection guarantees long lasting comfort and style. The rugs
are woven with a mix of shrink polyester fiber and heat-set
polypropylene fiber for soft and volumized texture that is nonshedding and very easy to maintain.

Name:
Color:

Cyrus 717A-R | Less 20%
A11

Size:

160 x 230 cm
200 x 290 cm
240 x 340 cm
280 x 400 cm
320 x 460 cm
400 x 580 cm

(5’3” x 7’6”)

Php

(6’6” x 9’5”)
(7’9” x 11’2”)
(9’2” x 13’1”)
(10’5”x 15’1”)
(13’1” x 19’0”)

2020 CATALOG | www.eurobel.com.ph

31, 495
49, 995
69, 995
95, 495
124, 995

The luxurious softness and sophisticated look of the Cyrus
Collection guarantees long lasting comfort and style. The rugs
are woven with a mix of shrink polyester fiber and heat-set
polypropylene fiber for soft and volumized texture that is nonshedding and very easy to maintain.

Name:
Color:

Cyrus 717A-R | Less 20%
F18

Size:

160 x 230 cm
200 x 290 cm
240 x 340 cm
280 x 400 cm
320 x 460 cm
400 x 580 cm

(5’3” x 7’6”)

Php

(6’6” x 9’5”)
(7’9” x 11’2”)
(9’2” x 13’1”)
(10’5”x 15’1”)
(13’1” x 19’0”)

2020 CATALOG | www.eurobel.com.ph

31, 495
49, 995
69, 995
95, 495
124, 995

The luxurious softness and sophisticated look of the Cyrus
Collection guarantees long lasting comfort and style. The rugs
are woven with a mix of shrink polyester fiber and heat-set
polypropylene fiber for soft and volumized texture that is nonshedding and very easy to maintain.

Name:
Color:

Cyrus 723A-R | Less 20%
A11

Size:

160 x 230 cm
200 x 290 cm
240 x 340 cm
280 x 400 cm
320 x 460 cm
400 x 580 cm

(5’3” x 7’6”)

Php

(6’6” x 9’5”)
(7’9” x 11’2”)
(9’2” x 13’1”)
(10’5” x 15’1”)
(13’1” x 19’0”)

2020 CATALOG | www.eurobel.com.ph

31, 495
49, 995
69, 995
95, 495
124, 995

The luxurious softness and sophisticated look of the Cyrus
Collection guarantees long lasting comfort and style. The rugs
are woven with a mix of shrink polyester fiber and heat-set
polypropylene fiber for soft and volumized texture that is nonshedding and very easy to maintain.

Name:
Color:

Cyrus 725A-R | Less 20%
B66

Size:

160 x 230 cm
200 x 290 cm
240 x 340 cm
280 x 400 cm
320 x 460 cm
400 x 580 cm

(5’3” x 7’6”)

Php

(6’6” x 9’5”)
(7’9” x 11’2”)
(9’2” x 13’1”)
(10’5” x 15’1”)
(13’1” x 19’0”)

2020 CATALOG | www.eurobel.com.ph

31, 495
49, 995
69, 995
95, 495
124, 995

The luxurious softness and sophisticated look of the Cyrus
Collection guarantees long lasting comfort and style. The rugs
are woven with a mix of shrink polyester fiber and heat-set
polypropylene fiber for soft and volumized texture that is nonshedding and very easy to maintain.

Name:
Color:

Cyrus 731A-R | Less 20%
F88

Size:

160 x 230 cm
200 x 290 cm
240 x 340 cm
280 x 400 cm
320 x 460 cm
400 x 580 cm

(5’3” x 7’6”)

Php

(6’6” x 9’5”)
(7’9” x 11’2”)
(9’2” x 13’1”)
(10’5”x 15’1”)
(13’1” x 19’0”)

2020 CATALOG | www.eurobel.com.ph

31, 495
49, 995
69, 995
95, 495
124, 995

The super soft frise collection in grey neutral tones and bright
colour accents combined into a wide range of design themes:
brushes, geometrical and floral patterns, swirls and stripes.

Name:

Diamond 24103-R | Less 20%

Color:
Size:

953
160 x 230 cm
200 x 290 cm
240 x 340 cm
280 x 400 cm
320 x 460 cm
400 x 580 cm

(5’3” x 7’6”)

Php

(6’6” x 9’5”)
(7’9” x 11’2”)
(9’2” x 13’1”)
(10’5”x 15’1”)
(13’1” x 19’0”)

2020 CATALOG | www.eurobel.com.ph

23, 995
37, 495
52, 495
71, 995

The super soft frise collection in grey neutral tones and bright
colour accents combined into a wide range of design themes:
brushes, geometrical and floral patterns, swirls and stripes.

Name:

Diamond 24104-R | Less 20%

Color:
Size:

953
160 x 230 cm
200 x 290 cm
240 x 340 cm
280 x 400 cm
320 x 460 cm
400 x 580 cm

(5’3” x 7’6”)

Php

(6’6” x 9’5”)
(7’9” x 11’2”)
(9’2” x 13’1”)
(10’5”x 15’1”)
(13’1” x 19’0”)

2020 CATALOG | www.eurobel.com.ph

23, 995
37, 495
52, 495
71, 995

The super soft frise collection in grey neutral tones and bright
colour accents combined into a wide range of design themes:
brushes, geometrical and floral patterns, swirls and stripes.

Name:

Diamond 24121-R | Less 20%

Color:
Size:

975
160 x 230 cm
200 x 290 cm
240 x 340 cm
280 x 400 cm
320 x 460 cm
400 x 580 cm

(5’3” x 7’6”)

Php

(6’6” x 9’5”)
(7’9” x 11’2”)
(9’2” x 13’1”)
(10’5”x 15’1”)
(13’1” x 19’0”)

2020 CATALOG | www.eurobel.com.ph

23, 995
37, 495
52, 495
71, 995

The super soft frise collection in grey neutral tones and bright
colour accents combined into a wide range of design themes:
brushes, geometrical and floral patterns, swirls and stripes.

Name:

Diamond 24132-R | Less 20%

Color:
Size:

953
160 x 230 cm
200 x 290 cm
240 x 340 cm
280 x 400 cm
320 x 460 cm
400 x 580 cm

(5’3” x 7’6”)

Php

(6’6” x 9’5”)
(7’9” x 11’2”)
(9’2” x 13’1”)
(10’5”x 15’1”)
(13’1” x 19’0”)

2020 CATALOG | www.eurobel.com.ph

23, 995
37, 495
52, 495
71, 995

The super soft frise collection in grey neutral tones and bright
colour accents combined into a wide range of design themes:
brushes, geometrical and floral patterns, swirls and stripes.

Name:

Diamond 24133-R | Less 20%

Color:
Size:

953
160 x 230 cm
200 x 290 cm
240 x 340 cm
280 x 400 cm
320 x 460 cm
400 x 580 cm

(5’3” x 7’6”)

Php

(6’6” x 9’5”)
(7’9” x 11’2”)
(9’2” x 13’1”)
(10’5”x 15’1”)
(13’1” x 19’0”)

2020 CATALOG | www.eurobel.com.ph

23, 995
37, 495
52, 495
71, 995

The super soft frise collection in grey neutral tones and bright
colour accents combined into a wide range of design themes:
brushes, geometrical and floral patterns, swirls and stripes.

Name:
Color:

Diamond 24153-R
760

Size:

160 x 230 cm
200 x 290 cm
240 x 340 cm
280 x 400 cm
320 x 460 cm
400 x 580 cm

(5’3” x 7’6”)

Php

(6’6” x 9’5”)
(7’9” x 11’2”)
(9’2” x 13’1”)
(10’5”x 15’1”)
(13’1” x 19’0”)

2020 CATALOG | www.eurobel.com.ph

23, 995
37, 495
52, 495
71, 995

The super soft frise collection in grey neutral tones and bright
colour accents combined into a wide range of design themes:
brushes, geometrical and floral patterns, swirls and stripes.

Name:

Diamond 24155-R | Less 20%

Color:
Size:

795
160 x 230 cm
200 x 290 cm
240 x 340 cm
280 x 400 cm
320 x 460 cm
400 x 580 cm

(5’3” x 7’6”)

Php

(6’6” x 9’5”)
(7’9” x 11’2”)
(9’2” x 13’1”)
(10’5”x 15’1”)
(13’1” x 19’0”)

2020 CATALOG | www.eurobel.com.ph

23, 995
37, 495
52, 495
71, 995

The Elle Collection has a wide range of trend-forward designs
from clean outlines and animal prints to rich, painterly designs
with an earthy touch. This collection offers fashionable colored
tones for almost every kind of interior decor. These soft, supple,
smooth, low pile rugs are 100% micro-set polypropylene pile,
stain-resistant and non-shedding.

Name:
Color:

Elle 60616-R | Less 20%
674

Size:

160 x 230 cm
200 x 290 cm
240 x 340 cm
280 x 400 cm
320 x 460 cm

(5’3” x 7’6”)

Php

(6’6” x 9’5”)
(7’9” x 11’2”)
(9’2” x 13’1”)
(10’5”x 15’1”)

2020 CATALOG | www.eurobel.com.ph

23, 995

The Elle Collection has a wide range of trend-forward designs
from clean outlines and animal prints to rich, painterly designs
with an earthy touch. This collection offers fashionable colored
tones for almost every kind of interior decor. These soft, supple,
smooth, low pile rugs are 100% micro-set polypropylene pile,
stain-resistant and non-shedding.

Name:
Color:

Elle 60639-R | Less 20%
563

Size:

160 x 230 cm
200 x 290 cm
240 x 340 cm
280 x 400 cm
320 x 460 cm

(5’3” x 7’6”)

Php

(6’6” x 9’5”)
(7’9” x 11’2”)
(9’2” x 13’1”)
(10’5”x 15’1”)

2020 CATALOG | www.eurobel.com.ph

23, 995

The Elle Collection has a wide range of trend-forward designs
from clean outlines and animal prints to rich, painterly designs
with an earthy touch. This collection offers fashionable colored
tones for almost every kind of interior decor. These soft, supple,
smooth, low pile rugs are 100% micro-set polypropylene pile,
stain-resistant and non-shedding.

Name:
Color:

Elle 60639-R | Less 20%
733

Size:

160 x 230 cm
200 x 290 cm
240 x 340 cm
280 x 400 cm
320 x 460 cm

(5’3” x 7’6”)

Php

(6’6” x 9’5”)
(7’9” x 11’2”)
(9’2” x 13’1”)
(10’5”x 15’1”)

2020 CATALOG | www.eurobel.com.ph

23, 995

The Finesse Collection has a soft super heat-set
polypropylene pile that ensures unrivaled softness and a
subtle, velvety sheen. The combination of the collection’s
timeless designs and neutral tones will certainly boost every
type of decor. These rugs are durable and non-shedding for
long lasting comfort and style.

Name:
Color:

Finesse 59061-E
050

Size:

160 x 230 cm
200 x 290 cm
240 x 340 cm
280 x 400 cm
320 x 460 cm

(5’3” x 7’6”)

Php

(6’6” x 9’5”)
(7’9” x 11’2”)
(9’2” x 13’1”)
(10’5”x 15’1”)

2020 CATALOG | www.eurobel.com.ph

39, 995
59, 995

The Finesse Collection has a soft super heat-set
polypropylene pile that ensures unrivaled softness and a
subtle, velvety sheen. The combination of the collection’s
timeless designs and neutral tones will certainly boost every
type of decor. These rugs are durable and non-shedding for
long lasting comfort and style.

Name:
Color:

Finesse 59061-E
090

Size:

160 x 230 cm
200 x 290 cm
240 x 340 cm
280 x 400 cm
320 x 460 cm

(5’3” x 7’6”)

Php

(6’6” x 9’5”)
(7’9” x 11’2”)
(9’2” x 13’1”)
(10’5”x 15’1”)

2020 CATALOG | www.eurobel.com.ph

39, 995
59, 995

The Fjord Collection is a smart combination of refined
microfiber polyester and super soft micro-set polypropylene
yarn that ensures a luxurious, unique touch and a lush
underfoot experience. The reflection of light on the smooth
yarn surface creates a subtle sheen that resembles a
shimmering water surface. This collection matches every
kind of decor with its refined tone-on-tone yarn blends,
trendy furry look and modern Berber inspired designs. The
rich volumized pile blend of this lushly woven rug is durable,
easy to clean and non-shedding for long lasting comfort.

Name:
Color:

Fjord 50423-E
560

Size:

160 x 230 cm
200 x 290 cm
240 x 340 cm
280 x 400 cm
320 x 460 cm

(5’3” x 7’6”)

Php

(6’6” x 9’5)
(7’9” x 11’2”)
(9’2” x 13’1”)
(10’5”x 15’1”)

2020 CATALOG | www.eurobel.com.ph

43, 995
69, 995

The Fjord Collection is a smart combination of refined
microfiber polyester and super soft micro-set polypropylene
yarn that ensures a luxurious, unique touch and a lush
underfoot experience. The reflection of light on the smooth
yarn surface creates a subtle sheen that resembles a
shimmering water surface. This collection matches every
kind of decor with its refined tone-on-tone yarn blends,
trendy furry look and modern Berber inspired designs. The
rich volumized pile blend of this lushly woven rug is durable,
easy to clean and non-shedding for long lasting comfort.

Name:
Color:

Fjord 50423-E
960

Size:

160 x 230 cm
200 x 290 cm
240 x 340 cm
280 x 400 cm
320 x 460 cm

(5’3” x 7’6”)

Php

(6’6” x 9’5”)
(7’9” x 11’2”)
(9’2” x 13’1”)
(10’5”x 15’1”)

2020 CATALOG | www.eurobel.com.ph

43, 995
69, 995
96, 995
134, 995

The Fjord Collection is a smart combination of refined
microfiber polyester and super soft micro-set polypropylene
yarn that ensures a luxurious, unique touch and a lush
underfoot experience. The reflection of light on the smooth
yarn surface creates a subtle sheen that resembles a
shimmering water surface. This collection matches every
kind of decor with its refined tone-on-tone yarn blends,
trendy furry look and modern Berber inspired designs. The
rich volumized pile blend of this lushly woven rug is durable,
easy to clean and non-shedding for long lasting comfort.

Name:
Color:

Fjord 50425-E
650

Size:

160 x 230 cm
200 x 290 cm
240 x 340 cm
280 x 400 cm
320 x 460 cm

(5’3” x 7’6”)

Php

(6’6” x 9’5”)
(7’9” x 11’2”)
(9’2” x 13’1”)
(10’5”x 15’1”)

2020 CATALOG | www.eurobel.com.ph

43, 995
69, 995

The Fjord Collection is a smart combination of refined
microfiber polyester and super soft micro-set polypropylene
yarn that ensures a luxurious, unique touch and a lush
underfoot experience. The reflection of light on the smooth
yarn surface creates a subtle sheen that resembles a
shimmering water surface. This collection matches every
kind of decor with its refined tone-on-tone yarn blends,
trendy furry look and modern Berber inspired designs. The
rich volumized pile blend of this lushly woven rug is durable,
easy to clean and non-shedding for long lasting comfort.

Name:
Color:

Fjord 50425-E
690

Size:

160 x 230 cm
200 x 290 cm
240 x 340 cm
280 x 400 cm
320 x 460 cm

(5’3” x 7’6”)

Php

(6’6” x 9’5”)
(7’9” x 11’2”)
(9’2” x 13’1”)
(10’5”x 15’1”)

2020 CATALOG | www.eurobel.com.ph

43, 995
69, 995

The Fjord Collection is a smart combination of refined
microfiber polyester and super soft micro-set polypropylene
yarn that ensures a luxurious, unique touch and a lush
underfoot experience. The reflection of light on the smooth
yarn surface creates a subtle sheen that resembles a
shimmering water surface. This collection matches every
kind of decor with its refined tone-on-tone yarn blends,
trendy furry look and modern Berber inspired designs. The
rich volumized pile blend of this lushly woven rug is durable,
easy to clean and non-shedding for long lasting comfort.

Name:
Color:

Fjord 50425-E
960

Size:

160 x 230 cm
200 x 290 cm
240 x 340 cm
280 x 400 cm
320 x 460 cm

(5’3” x 7’6”)

Php

(6’6” x 9’5”)
(7’9” x 11’2”)
(9’2” x 13’1”)
(10’5”x 15’1”)

2020 CATALOG | www.eurobel.com.ph

43, 995
69, 995

The Fjord Collection is a smart combination of refined
microfiber polyester and super soft micro-set polypropylene
yarn that ensures a luxurious, unique touch and a lush
underfoot experience. The reflection of light on the smooth
yarn surface creates a subtle sheen that resembles a
shimmering water surface. This collection matches every
kind of decor with its refined tone-on-tone yarn blends,
trendy furry look and modern Berber inspired designs. The
rich volumized pile blend of this lushly woven rug is durable,
easy to clean and non-shedding for long lasting comfort.

Name:
Color:

Fjord 50439-E
650

Size:

160 x 230 cm
200 x 290 cm
240 x 340 cm
280 x 400 cm
320 x 460 cm

(5’3” x 7’6”)

Php

(6’6” x 9’5”)
(7’9” x 11’2”)
(9’2” x 13’1”)
(10’5”x 15’1”)

2020 CATALOG | www.eurobel.com.ph

43, 995
69, 995
96, 995
134, 995

The Fjord Collection is a smart combination of refined
microfiber polyester and super soft micro-set polypropylene
yarn that ensures a luxurious, unique touch and a lush
underfoot experience. The reflection of light on the smooth
yarn surface creates a subtle sheen that resembles a
shimmering water surface. This collection matches every
kind of decor with its refined tone-on-tone yarn blends,
trendy furry look and modern Berber inspired designs. The
rich volumized pile blend of this lushly woven rug is durable,
easy to clean and non-shedding for long lasting comfort.

Name:
Color:

Fjord 50439-E
690

Size:

160 x 230 cm
200 x 290 cm
240 x 340 cm
280 x 400 cm
320 x 460 cm

(5’3” x 7’6”)

Php

(6’6” x 9’5”)
(7’9” x 11’2”)
(9’2” x 13’1”)
(10’5”x 15’1”)

2020 CATALOG | www.eurobel.com.ph

43, 995
69, 995
96, 995
134, 995

The very versatile and popular F-Nature Collection is a flat
weave design that enhances both your indoor and outdoor
space. It is made with 100% polypropylene Stainsafe® that
looks so natural and sophisticated. It’s flexible, weather safe,
durable, suitable for allergic persons, very easy to clean and
non-shedding.
This collection can be customized to your size requirements.

Name:
Color:

F-Nature 4028-BL-R | Less 20%
Grey 17

Size:

150 x 220 cm
190 x 280 cm
230 x 330 cm
270 x 390 cm
310 x 450 cm
390 x 570 cm

(5’0” x 7’2”)

Php

(6’2” x 9’2”)
(7’6” x 10’9”)
(8’9” x 12’8”)
(10’2”x 14’5”)
(12’8” x 18’7”)

2020 CATALOG | www.eurobel.com.ph

19, 995
32, 495
45, 995
62, 995
82, 495
129, 995

The very versatile and popular F-Nature Collection is a flat
weave design that enhances both your indoor and outdoor
space. It is made with 100% polypropylene Stainsafe® that
looks so natural and sophisticated. It’s flexible, weather safe,
durable, suitable for allergic persons, very easy to clean and
non-shedding.
This collection can be customized to your size requirements.

Name:
Color:

F-Nature 4028-BL-R | Less 20%
Silver 12

Size:

150 x 220 cm
190 x 280 cm
230 x 330 cm
270 x 390 cm
310 x 450 cm
390 x 570 cm

(5’0” x 7’2”)

Php

(6’2” x 9’2”)
(7’6” x 10’9”)
(8’9” x 12’8”)
(10’2”x 14’5”)
(12’8” x 18’7”)

2020 CATALOG | www.eurobel.com.ph

19, 995
32, 495
45, 995
62, 995
82, 495
129, 995

The very versatile and popular F-Nature Collection is a flat
weave design that enhances both your indoor and outdoor
space. It is made with 100% polypropylene Stainsafe® that
looks so natural and sophisticated. It’s flexible, weather safe,
durable, suitable for allergic persons, very easy to clean and
non-shedding.
This collection can be customized to your size requirements.

Name:
Color:

F-Nature 4048-BL-R | Less 20%
Grey 17

Size:

150 x 220 cm
190 x 280 cm
230 x 330 cm
270 x 390 cm
310 x 450 cm
390 x 570 cm

(5’0” x 7’2”)

Php

(6’2” x 9’2”)
(7’6” x 10’9”)
(8’9” x 12’8”)
(10’2”x 14’5”)
(12’8” x 18’7”)

2020 CATALOG | www.eurobel.com.ph

19, 995
32, 495
45, 995
62, 995
82, 495
129, 995

The very versatile and popular F-Nature Collection is a flat
weave design that enhances both your indoor and outdoor
space. It is made with 100% polypropylene Stainsafe® that
looks so natural and sophisticated. It’s flexible, weather safe,
durable, suitable for allergic persons, very easy to clean and
non-shedding.
This collection can be customized to your size requirements.

Name:
Color:

F-Nature 4048-BL-R | Less 20%
Silver 12

Size:

150 x 220 cm
190 x 280 cm
230 x 330 cm
270 x 390 cm
310 x 450 cm
390 x 570 cm

(5’0” x 7’2”)

Php

(6’2” x 9’2”)
(7’6” x 10’9”)
(8’9” x 12’8”)
(10’2”x 14’5”)
(12’8” x 18’7”)

2020 CATALOG | www.eurobel.com.ph

19, 995
32, 495
45, 995
62, 995
82, 495
129, 995

The very versatile and popular F-Nature Collection is a flat
weave design that enhances both your indoor and outdoor
space. It is made with 100% polypropylene Stainsafe® that
looks so natural and sophisticated. It’s flexible, weather safe,
durable, suitable for allergic persons, very easy to clean and
non-shedding.
This collection can be customized to your size requirements.

Name:
Color:

F-Nature 4083-BL-R | Less 20%
Grey 17

Size:

150 x 220 cm
190 x 280 cm
230 x 330 cm
270 x 390 cm
310 x 450 cm
390 x 570 cm

(5’0” x 7’2”)

Php

(6’2” x 9’2”)
(7’6” x 10’9”)
(8’9” x 12’8”)
(10’2”x 14’5”)
(12’8” x 18’7”)

2020 CATALOG | www.eurobel.com.ph

19, 995
32, 495
45, 995
62, 995
82, 495
129, 995

The very versatile and popular F-Nature Collection is a flat
weave design that enhances both your indoor and outdoor
space. It is made with 100% polypropylene Stainsafe® that
looks so natural and sophisticated. It’s flexible, weather safe,
durable, suitable for allergic persons, very easy to clean and
non-shedding.
This collection can be customized to your size requirements.

Name:
Color:

F-Nature 4083-BL-R | Less 20%
Silver 12

Size:

150 x 220 cm
190 x 280 cm
230 x 330 cm
270 x 390 cm
310 x 450 cm
390 x 570 cm

(5’0” x 7’2”)

Php

(6’2” x 9’2”)
(7’6” x 10’9”)
(8’9” x 12’8”)
(10’2”x 14’5”)
(12’8” x 18’7”)

2020 CATALOG | www.eurobel.com.ph

19, 995
32, 495
45, 995
62, 995
82, 495
129, 995

.7

An all-time bestseller, the F-Sunrise collection boasts the sisal
look without the roughness and maintenance issues of sisal
rugs. A flat weave design made with 100% polypropylene
Stainsafe® that looks so natural and sophisticated on both
indoor and outdoor. It’s weather safe, durable, suitable for
allergic persons, very easy to clean and non-shedding.
This collection can be customized to your size requirements.

Name:
Color:

F-Sunrise-BL-R
Beige 26

Size:

150 x 220 cm
190 x 280 cm
230 x 330 cm
270 x 390 cm
310 x 450 cm
390 x 570 cm

(5’0” x 7’2”)

Php

(6’2” x 9’2”)
(7’6” x 10’9”)
(8’9” x 12’8”)
(10’2”x 14’5”)
(12’8” x 18’7”)

2020 CATALOG | www.eurobel.com.ph

19, 995
32, 495
45, 995
62, 995
82, 495
129, 995

7

An all-time bestseller, the F-Sunrise collection boasts the sisal
look without the roughness and maintenance issues of sisal
rugs. A flat weave design made with 100% polypropylene
Stainsafe® that looks so natural and sophisticated on both
indoor and outdoor. It’s weather safe, durable, suitable for
allergic persons, very easy to clean and non-shedding.
This collection can be customized to your size requirements.

Name:
Color:

F-Sunrise-BL-R | Less 20%
Brown 75

Size:

150 x 220 cm
190 x 280 cm
230 x 330 cm
270 x 390 cm
310 x 450 cm
390 x 570 cm

(5’0” x 7’2”)

Php

(6’2” x 9’2”)
(7’6” x 10’9”)
(8’9” x 12’8”)
(10’2”x 14’5”)
(12’8” x 18’7”)

2020 CATALOG | www.eurobel.com.ph

19, 995
32, 495
45, 995
62, 995
82, 495
129, 995

7

An all-time bestseller, the F-Sunrise collection boasts the sisal
look without the roughness and maintenance issues of sisal
rugs. A flat weave design made with 100% polypropylene
Stainsafe® that looks so natural and sophisticated on both
indoor and outdoor. It’s weather safe, durable, suitable for
allergic persons, very easy to clean and non-shedding.
This collection can be customized to your size requirements.

Name:
Color:

F-Sunrise-BL-R | Less 20%
Gray 37

Size:

150 x 220 cm
190 x 280 cm
230 x 330 cm
270 x 390 cm
310 x 450 cm
390 x 570 cm

(5’0” x 7’2”)

Php

(6’2” x 9’2”)
(7’6” x 10’9”)
(8’9” x 12’8”)
(10’2”x 14’5”)
(12’8” x 18’7”)

2020 CATALOG | www.eurobel.com.ph

19, 995

7

An all-time bestseller, the F-Sunrise collection boasts the sisal
look without the roughness and maintenance issues of sisal
rugs. A flat weave design made with 100% polypropylene
Stainsafe® that looks so natural and sophisticated on both
indoor and outdoor. It’s weather safe, durable, suitable for
allergic persons, very easy to clean and non-shedding.
This collection can be customized to your size requirements.

Name:
Color:

F-Sunrise-BL-R | Less 20%
Stone 88

Size:

150 x 220 cm
190 x 280 cm
230 x 330 cm
270 x 390 cm
310 x 450 cm
390 x 570 cm

(5’0” x 7’2”)

Php

(6’2” x 9’2”)
(7’6” x 10’9”)
(8’9” x 12’9”)
(10’2”x 14’5”)
(12’8” x 18’7”)

2020 CATALOG | www.eurobel.com.ph

19, 995
32, 495
45, 995

7

An all-time popular choice, the F-Voodoo collection boasts
the sisal look without the roughness and maintenance issues
of sisal rugs.
A flat weave design made with 100%
polypropylene Stainsafe® that looks so natural and
sophisticated on both indoor and outdoor. It’s weather safe,
durable, suitable for allergic persons, very easy to clean and
non-shedding.
This collection can be customized to your size requirements.

Name:
Color:

F-Voodoo-BL-R | Less 20%
Beige 26

Size:

150 x 220 cm
190 x 280 cm
230 x 330 cm
270 x 390 cm
310 x 450 cm
390 x 570 cm

(5’0” x 7’2”)

Php

(6’2” x 9’2”)
(7’6” x 10’9”)
(8’9” x 12’8”)
(10’2”x 14’5”)
(12’8” x 18’7”)

2020 CATALOG | www.eurobel.com.ph

19, 995
32, 495
45, 995
62, 995
82, 495
129, 995

7

An all-time popular choice, the F-Voodoo collection boasts
the sisal look without the roughness and maintenance issues
of sisal rugs.
A flat weave design made with 100%
polypropylene Stainsafe® that looks so natural and
sophisticated on both indoor and outdoor. It’s weather safe,
durable, suitable for allergic persons, very easy to clean and
non-shedding.
This collection can be customized to your size requirements.

Name:
Color:

F-Voodoo-BL-R
Brown 75

Size:

150 x 220 cm
190 x 280 cm
230 x 330 cm
270 x 390 cm
310 x 450 cm
390 x 570 cm

(5’0” x 7’2”)

Php

(6’2” x 9’2”)
(7’6” x 10’9”)
(8’9” x 12’8”)
(10’2”x 14’5”)
(12’8” x 18’7”)

2020 CATALOG | www.eurobel.com.ph

19, 995
32, 495
45, 995
62, 995
82, 495
129, 995

7

An all-time popular choice, the F-Voodoo collection boasts
the sisal look without the roughness and maintenance issues
of sisal rugs.
A flat weave design made with 100%
polypropylene Stainsafe® that looks so natural and
sophisticated on both indoor and outdoor. It’s weather safe,
durable, suitable for allergic persons, very easy to clean and
non-shedding.
This collection can be customized to your size requirements.

Name:
Color:

F-Voodoo-BL-R | Less 20%
Gray 37

Size:

150 x 220 cm
190 x 280 cm
230 x 330 cm
270 x 390 cm
310 x 450 cm
390 x 570 cm

(5’0” x 7’2”)

Php

(6’2” x 9’2”)
(7’6” x 10’9”)
(8’9” x 12’8”)
(10’2”x 14’5”)
(12’8” x 18’7”)

2020 CATALOG | www.eurobel.com.ph

19, 995
32, 495

7

An all-time popular choice, the F-Voodoo collection boasts
the sisal look without the roughness and maintenance issues
of sisal rugs.
A flat weave design made with 100%
polypropylene Stainsafe® that looks so natural and
sophisticated on both indoor and outdoor. It’s weather safe,
durable, suitable for allergic persons, very easy to clean and
non-shedding.
This collection can be customized to your size requirements.

Name:
Color:

F-Voodoo-BL-R
Stone 88

Size:

150 x 220 cm
190 x 280 cm
230 x 330 cm
270 x 390 cm
310 x 450 cm
390 x 570 cm

(5’0” x 7’2”)

Php

(6’2” x 9’2”)
(7’6” x 10’9”)
(8’9” x 12’8”)
(10’2”x 14’5”)
(12’8” x 18’7”)

2020 CATALOG | www.eurobel.com.ph

19, 995
32, 495

The Marvel Collection is a carved modern and subdued
interpretation of a typical retro design with color themes that
are bold with straight-forward geometric patterns and
painterly, vintage designs. The subtle sheen of the highquality polypropylene yarn adds a lush touch to the rich
neutral colors and the unsaturated gray and rusty hues that
are smoothly blended in every Marvel rug. This collection
offers a rug for almost every kind of interior decor. These
supple, smooth low pile rugs are made with 100% micro-set
polypropylene pile that are easy to clean and nonshedding.

Name:
Color:

Marvel 28068-R | Less 20%
795

Size:

160 x 230 cm
200 x 290 cm
240 x 340 cm
280 x 400 cm
320 x 460 cm

(5’3” x 7’6”)

Php

(6’6” x 9’5”)
(7’9” x 11’2”)
(9’2” x 13’1”)
(10’5”x 15’1”)

2020 CATALOG | www.eurobel.com.ph

23, 995
37, 495
52, 495
71, 995

The Marvel Collection is a carved modern and subdued
interpretation of a typical retro design with color themes that
are bold with straight-forward geometric patterns and
painterly, vintage designs. The subtle sheen of the highquality polypropylene yarn adds a lush touch to the rich
neutral colors and the unsaturated gray and rusty hues that
are smoothly blended in every Marvel rug. This collection
offers a rug for almost every kind of interior decor. These
supple, smooth low pile rugs are made with 100% micro-set
polypropylene pile that are easy to clean and nonshedding.

Name:
Color:

Marvel 28069-R | Less 20%
095

Size:

160 x 230 cm
200 x 290 cm
240 x 340 cm
280 x 400 cm
320 x 460 cm

(5’3” x 7’6”)

Php

(6’6” x 9’5”)
(7’9” x 11’2”)
(9’2” x 13’1”)
(10’5”x 15’1”)

2020 CATALOG | www.eurobel.com.ph

23, 995
37, 495
52, 495
71, 995

The Marvel Collection is a carved modern and subdued
interpretation of a typical retro design with color themes that
are bold with straight-forward geometric patterns and
painterly, vintage designs. The subtle sheen of the highquality polypropylene yarn adds a lush touch to the rich
neutral colors and the unsaturated gray and rusty hues that
are smoothly blended in every Marvel rug. This collection
offers a rug for almost every kind of interior decor. These
supple, smooth low pile rugs are made with 100% micro-set
polypropylene pile that are easy to clean and nonshedding.

Name:
Color:

Marvel 28069-R | Less 20%
795

Size:

160 x 230 cm
200 x 290 cm
240 x 340 cm
280 x 400 cm
320 x 460 cm

(5’3” x 7’6”)

Php

(6’6” x 9’5”)

23, 995
37, 495

(7’9” x 11’2”)
(9’2” x 13’1”)
(10’5”x 15’1”)

2020 CATALOG | www.eurobel.com.ph

71, 995

The Marvel Collection is a carved modern and subdued
interpretation of a typical retro design with color themes that
are bold with straight-forward geometric patterns and
painterly, vintage designs. The subtle sheen of the highquality polypropylene yarn adds a lush touch to the rich
neutral colors and the unsaturated gray and rusty hues that
are smoothly blended in every Marvel rug. This collection
offers a rug for almost every kind of interior decor. These
supple, smooth low pile rugs are made with 100% micro-set
polypropylene pile that are easy to clean and nonshedding.

Name:
Color:

Marvel 33067-R | Less 20%
095

Size:

160 x 230 cm
200 x 290 cm
240 x 340 cm
280 x 400 cm
320 x 460 cm

(5’3” x 7’6”)

Php

(6’6” x 9’5”)
(7’9” x 11’2”)
(9’2” x 13’1”)
(10’5”x 15’1”)

2020 CATALOG | www.eurobel.com.ph

23, 995
37, 495
52, 495
71, 995

The Marvel Collection is a carved modern and subdued
interpretation of a typical retro design with color themes that
are bold with straight-forward geometric patterns and
painterly, vintage designs. The subtle sheen of the highquality polypropylene yarn adds a lush touch to the rich
neutral colors and the unsaturated gray and rusty hues that
are smoothly blended in every Marvel rug. This collection
offers a rug for almost every kind of interior decor. These
supple, smooth low pile rugs are made with 100% micro-set
polypropylene pile that are easy to clean and nonshedding.

Name:
Color:

Marvel 33067-R | Less 20%
795

Size:

160 x 230 cm
200 x 290 cm
240 x 340 cm
280 x 400 cm
320 x 460 cm

(5’3” x 7’6”)

Php

(6’6” x 9’5”)
(7’9” x 11’2”)
(9’2” x 13’1”)
(10’5”x 15’1”)

2020 CATALOG | www.eurobel.com.ph

23, 995
37, 495
52, 495
71, 995

00

The luxurious softness and rich look of the Noble Collection
guarantees long lasting comfort. Woven with soft super heatset polypropylene fiber for volumized texture that is nonshedding and very easy to maintain.

Name:
Color:

Noble 62457-R | Less 20%
768

Size:

160 x 230 cm
200 x 290 cm
240 x 340 cm
280 x 400 cm
320 x 460 cm

(5’3” x 7’6”)

Php

(6’6” x 9’5”)
(7’9” x 11’2”)
(9’2” x 13’1”)
(10’5”x 15’1”)

2020 CATALOG | www.eurobel.com.ph

23, 995

7

The opulent, modern, smooth, low pile rugs of the Opus
Collection are densely woven and has an outstanding
"handmade" appeal with a very soft touch. By offering a
palette of soft neutral tones, Opus adds a serene elegant
charm to any room. Employing our 100% super heat-set
polypropylene yarn, the collection offers a soft beauty that
is also stain-resistant and non-shedding.

Name:
Color:

Opus 54263-E
077

Size:

160 x 230 cm
200 x 290 cm
240 x 340 cm
280 x 400 cm
320 x 460 cm

(5’3” x 7’6”)

Php

(6’6” x 9’5”)
(7’9” x 11’2”)
(9’2” x 13’1”)
(10’5”x 15’1”)

2020 CATALOG | www.eurobel.com.ph

33, 495
52, 495
73, 495
99, 995

7

The opulent, modern, smooth, low pile rugs of the Opus
Collection are densely woven and has an outstanding
"handmade" appeal with a very soft touch. By offering a
palette of soft neutral tones, Opus adds a serene elegant
charm to any room. Employing our 100% super heat-set
polypropylene yarn, the collection offers a soft beauty that
is also stain-resistant and non-shedding.

Name:
Color:

Opus 54285-E
076

Size:

160 x 230 cm
200 x 290 cm
240 x 340 cm
280 x 400 cm
320 x 460 cm

(5’3” x 7’6”)

Php

(6’6” x 9’5”)
(7’9” x 11’2”)
(9’2” x 13’1”)
(10’5”x 15’1”)

2020 CATALOG | www.eurobel.com.ph

33, 495
52, 495
73, 495
99, 995

7

The opulent, modern, smooth, low pile rugs of the Opus
Collection are densely woven and has an outstanding
"handmade" appeal with a very soft touch. By offering a
palette of soft neutral tones, Opus adds a serene elegant
charm to any room. Employing our 100% super heat-set
polypropylene yarn, the collection offers a soft beauty that
is also stain-resistant and non-shedding.

Name:
Color:

Opus 54285-E
650

Size:

160 x 230 cm
200 x 290 cm
240 x 340 cm
280 x 400 cm
320 x 460 cm

(5’3” x 7’6”)

Php

(6’6” x 9’5”)
(7’9” x 11’2”)
(9’2” x 10’1”)
(10’5”x 15’1”)

2020 CATALOG | www.eurobel.com.ph

33, 495
52, 495

7

The opulent, modern, smooth, low pile rugs of the Opus
Collection are densely woven and has an outstanding
"handmade" appeal with a very soft touch. By offering a
palette of soft neutral tones, Opus adds a serene elegant
charm to any room. Employing our 100% super heat-set
polypropylene yarn, the collection offers a soft beauty that
is also stain-resistant and non-shedding.

Name:
Color:

Opus 54285-E
677

Size:

160 x 230 cm
200 x 290 cm
240 x 340 cm
280 x 400 cm
320 x 460 cm

(5’3” x 7’6”)

Php

(6’5” x 9’5”)
(7’9” x 11’2”)
(9’2” x 13’1”)
(10’5”x 15’1”)

2020 CATALOG | www.eurobel.com.ph

33, 495
52, 495
73, 495
99, 995

7

The opulent, modern, smooth, low pile rugs of the Opus
Collection are densely woven and has an outstanding
"handmade" appeal with a very soft touch. By offering a
palette of soft neutral tones, Opus adds a serene elegant
charm to any room. Employing our 100% super heat-set
polypropylene yarn, the collection offers a soft beauty that
is also stain-resistant and non-shedding.

Name:
Color:

Opus 54315-E
077

Size:

160 x 230 cm
200 x 290 cm
240 x 340 cm
280 x 400 cm
320 x 460 cm

(5’3” x 7’6”)

Php

(6’6” x 9’5”)
(7’9” x 11’2”)
(9’2” x 13’1”)
(10’5”x 15’1”)

2020 CATALOG | www.eurobel.com.ph

33, 495
52, 495
73, 495
99, 995

7

The Pepper Collection is made of 100% polyester microfiber
pile that ensures unrivaled softness and a subtle velvety
sheen. The warm trend and right color mixes of the
collection vibes with the exciting, modern, ethnic-inspired
designs that will certainly boost every type of decor. These
rugs are durable and non-shedding for long lasting comfort.

Name:
Color:

Pepper 63704-E
752

Size:

160 x 230 cm
200 x 290 cm
240 x 340 cm
280 x 400 cm
320 x 460 cm

(5’3” x 7’6”)

Php

(6’6” x 9’5”)
(7’9” x 11’2”)
(9’2” x 13’1”)
(10’5”x 15’1”)

2020 CATALOG | www.eurobel.com.ph

49, 995
79, 995
114, 995
154, 995

7

The Pepper Collection is made of 100% polyester microfiber
pile that ensures unrivaled softness and a subtle velvety
sheen. The warm trend and right color mixes of the
collection vibes with the exciting, modern, ethnic-inspired
designs that will certainly boost every type of decor. These
rugs are durable and non-shedding for long lasting comfort.

Name:
Color:

Pepper 63709-E
092

Size:

160 x 230 cm
200 x 290 cm
240 x 340 cm
280 x 400 cm
320 x 460 cm

(5’3” x 7’6”)

Php

(6’6” x 9’5”)
(7’9” x 11’2”)
(9’2” x 13’1”)
(10’5”x 15’1”)

2020 CATALOG | www.eurobel.com.ph

49, 995
79, 995

7

The Pepper Collection is made of 100% polyester microfiber
pile that ensures unrivaled softness and a subtle velvety
sheen. The warm trend and right color mixes of the
collection vibes with the exciting, modern, ethnic-inspired
designs that will certainly boost every type of decor. These
rugs are durable and non-shedding for long lasting comfort.

Name:
Color:

Pepper 63719-E
792

Size:

160 x 230 cm
200 x 290 cm
240 x 340 cm
280 x 400 cm
320 x 460 cm

(5’3” x 7’6”)

Php

(6’6” x 9’5”)
(7’9” x 11’2”)
(9’2” x 13’1”)
(10’5”x 15’1”)

2020 CATALOG | www.eurobel.com.ph

49, 995
79, 995

7

The Play Collection is made of 100% polyester microfiber pile
that ensures unrivaled softness and a subtle velvety sheen.
The timeless colors of this collection along with the trendiest
designs and modern patterns, will certainly enhance every
type of decor. These rugs are durable and non-shedding for
long lasting comfort.

Name:
Color:

Play 63203-E
080

Size:

160 x 230 cm
200 x 290 cm
240 x 340 cm
280 x 400 cm
320 x 460 cm

(5’3” x 7’6”)

Php

(6’6” x 9’5”)
(7’9” x 11’2”)
(9’2” x 13’1”)
(10’5”x 15’1”)

2020 CATALOG | www.eurobel.com.ph

49, 995
79, 995

7

The Play Collection is made of 100% polyester microfiber pile
that ensures unrivaled softness and a subtle velvety sheen.
The timeless colors of this collection along with the trendiest
designs and modern patterns, will certainly enhance every
type of decor. These rugs are durable and non-shedding for
long lasting comfort.

Name:
Color:

Play 63203-E
090

Size:

160 x 230 cm
200 x 290 cm
240 x 340 cm
280 x 400 cm
320 x 460 cm

(5’3” x 7’6”)

Php

(6’6” x 9’5”)
(7’9” x 11’2”)
(9’2” x 13’1”)
(10’5”x 15’1”)

2020 CATALOG | www.eurobel.com.ph

49, 995
79, 995

7

The Play Collection is made of 100% polyester microfiber pile
that ensures unrivaled softness and a subtle velvety sheen.
The timeless colors of this collection along with the trendiest
designs and modern patterns, will certainly enhance every
type of decor. These rugs are durable and non-shedding for
long lasting comfort.

Name:
Color:

Play 63209-E
650

Size:

160 x 230 cm
200 x 290 cm
240 x 340 cm
280 x 400 cm
320 x 460 cm

(5’3” x 7’6”)

Php

(6’6” x 9’5”)
(7’9” x 11’2”)
(9’2” x 13’1”)
(10’5”x 15’1”)

2020 CATALOG | www.eurobel.com.ph

49, 995
79, 995
114, 995
154, 995

7

The Play Collection is made of 100% polyester microfiber pile
that ensures unrivaled softness and a subtle velvety sheen.
The timeless colors of this collection along with the trendiest
designs and modern patterns, will certainly enhance every
type of decor. These rugs are durable and non-shedding for
long lasting comfort.

Name:
Color:

Play 63212-E
650

Size:

160 x 230 cm
200 x 290 cm
240 x 340 cm
280 x 400 cm
320 x 460 cm

(5’3” x 7’6”)

Php

(6’6” x 9’5”)
(7’9” x 11’2”)
(9’2” x 13’1”)
(10’5”x 15’1”)

2020 CATALOG | www.eurobel.com.ph

49, 995
79, 995

7

The Play Collection is made of 100% polyester microfiber pile
that ensures unrivaled softness and a subtle velvety sheen.
The timeless colors of this collection along with the trendiest
designs and modern patterns, will certainly enhance every
type of decor. These rugs are durable and non-shedding for
long lasting comfort.

Name:
Color:

Play 63243-E
670

Size:

160 x 230 cm
200 x 290 cm
240 x 340 cm
280 x 400 cm
320 x 460 cm

(5’3” x 7’6”)

Php

(6’6” x 9’5”)
(7’9” x 11’2”)
(9’2” x 13’1”)
(10’5”x 15’1”)

2020 CATALOG | www.eurobel.com.ph

49, 995
79, 995
114, 995
154, 995

7

The Play Collection is made of 100% polyester microfiber pile
that ensures unrivaled softness and a subtle velvety sheen.
The timeless colors of this collection along with the trendiest
designs and modern patterns, will certainly enhance every
type of decor. These rugs are durable and non-shedding for
long lasting comfort.

Name:
Color:

Play 63243-E
950

Size:

160 x 230 cm
200 x 290 cm
240 x 340 cm
280 x 400 cm
320 x 460 cm

(5’3” x 7’6”)

Php

(6’6” x 9’5”)
(7’9” x 11’2”)
(9’2” x 13’1”)
(10’5”x 15’1”)

2020 CATALOG | www.eurobel.com.ph

49, 995
79, 995
114, 995
154, 995

7

The Play Collection is made of 100% polyester microfiber pile
that ensures unrivaled softness and a subtle velvety sheen.
The timeless colors of this collection along with the trendiest
designs and modern patterns, will certainly enhance every
type of decor. These rugs are durable and non-shedding for
long lasting comfort.

Name:
Color:

Play 63247-E
650

Size:

160 x 230 cm
200 x 290 cm
240 x 340 cm
280 x 400 cm
320 x 460 cm

(5’3” x 7’6”)

Php

(6’6” x 9’5”)
(7’9” x 11’2”)
(9’2” x 13’1”)
(10’5”x 15’1”)

2020 CATALOG | www.eurobel.com.ph

49, 995
79, 995
114, 995
154, 995

7

The Play Collection is made of 100% polyester microfiber pile
that ensures unrivaled softness and a subtle velvety sheen.
The timeless colors of this collection along with the trendiest
designs and modern patterns, will certainly enhance every
type of decor. These rugs are durable and non-shedding for
long lasting comfort.

Name:
Color:

Play 63247-E
790

Size:

160 x 230 cm
200 x 290 cm
240 x 340 cm
280 x 400 cm
320 x 460 cm

(5’3” x 7’6”)

Php

(6’6” x 9’5”)
(7’9” x 11’2”)
(9’2” x 13’1”)
(10’5”x 15’1”)

2020 CATALOG | www.eurobel.com.ph

49, 995
79, 995
114, 995
154, 995

7

The Play Collection is made of 100% polyester microfiber pile
that ensures unrivaled softness and a subtle velvety sheen.
The timeless colors of this collection along with the trendiest
designs and modern patterns, will certainly enhance every
type of decor. These rugs are durable and non-shedding for
long lasting comfort.

Name:
Color:

Play 63251-E
560

Size:

160 x 230 cm
200 x 290 cm
240 x 340 cm
280 x 400 cm
320 x 460 cm

(5’3” x 7’6”)

Php

(6’6” x 9’5”)
(7’9” x 11’2”)
(9’2” x 13’1”)
(10’5”x 15’1”)

2020 CATALOG | www.eurobel.com.ph

49, 995
79, 995
114, 995
154, 995

7

The Play Collection is made of 100% polyester microfiber pile
that ensures unrivaled softness and a subtle velvety sheen.
The timeless colors of this collection along with the trendiest
designs and modern patterns, will certainly enhance every
type of decor. These rugs are durable and non-shedding for
long lasting comfort.

Name:
Color:

Play 63251-E
670

Size:

160 x 230 cm
200 x 290 cm
240 x 340 cm
280 x 400 cm
320 x 460 cm

(5’3” x 7’6”)

Php

(6’6” x 9’5”)
(7’9” x 11’2”)
(9’2” x 13’1”)
(10’5”x 15’1”)

2020 CATALOG | www.eurobel.com.ph

49, 995
79, 995
114, 995
154, 995

7

The Play Collection is made of 100% polyester microfiber pile
that ensures unrivaled softness and a subtle velvety sheen.
The timeless colors of this collection along with the trendiest
designs and modern patterns, will certainly enhance every
type of decor. These rugs are durable and non-shedding for
long lasting comfort.

Name:
Color:

Play 63252-E
790

Size:

160 x 230 cm
200 x 290 cm
240 x 340 cm
280 x 400 cm
320 x 460 cm

(5’3” x 7’6”)

Php

(6’6” x 9’5”)
(7’9” x 11’2”)
(9’2” x 13’1”)
(10’5”x 15’1”)

2020 CATALOG | www.eurobel.com.ph

49, 995
79, 995

7

The Play Collection is made of 100% polyester microfiber pile
that ensures unrivaled softness and a subtle velvety sheen.
The timeless colors of this collection along with the trendiest
designs and modern patterns, will certainly enhance every
type of decor. These rugs are durable and non-shedding for
long lasting comfort.

Name:
Color:

Play 63252-E
930

Size:

160 x 230 cm
200 x 290 cm
240 x 340 cm
280 x 400 cm
320 x 460 cm

(5’3” x 7’6”)

Php

(6’6” x 9’5”)
(7’9” x 11’2”)
(9’2” x 13’1”)
(10’5”x 15’1”)

2020 CATALOG | www.eurobel.com.ph

49, 995
79, 995
114, 995
154, 995

7

The Play Collection is made of 100% polyester microfiber pile
that ensures unrivaled softness and a subtle velvety sheen.
The timeless colors of this collection along with the trendiest
designs and modern patterns, will certainly enhance every
type of decor. These rugs are durable and non-shedding for
long lasting comfort.

Name:
Color:

Play 63254-E
650

Size:

160 x 230 cm
200 x 290 cm
240 x 340 cm
280 x 400 cm
320 x 460 cm

(5’3” x 7’6”)

Php

(6’6” x 9’5”)
(7’9” x 11’2”)
(9’2” x 13’1”)
(10’5”x 15’1”)

2020 CATALOG | www.eurobel.com.ph

49, 995
79, 995

7

The Play Collection is made of 100% polyester microfiber pile
that ensures unrivaled softness and a subtle velvety sheen.
The timeless colors of this collection along with the trendiest
designs and modern patterns, will certainly enhance every
type of decor. These rugs are durable and non-shedding for
long lasting comfort.

Name:
Color:

Play 63254-E
790

Size:

160 x 230 cm
200 x 290 cm
240 x 340 cm
280 x 400 cm
320 x 460 cm

(5’3” x 7’6”)

Php

(6’6” x 9’5”)
(7’9” x 11’2”)
(9’2” x 13’1”)
(10’5”x 15’1”)

2020 CATALOG | www.eurobel.com.ph

49, 995
79, 995

7

The Play Collection is made of 100% polyester microfiber pile
that ensures unrivaled softness and a subtle velvety sheen.
The timeless colors of this collection along with the trendiest
designs and modern patterns, will certainly enhance every
type of decor. These rugs are durable and non-shedding for
long lasting comfort.

Name:
Color:

Play 63255-E
560

Size:

160 x 230 cm
200 x 290 cm
240 x 340 cm
280 x 400 cm
320 x 460 cm

(5’3” x 7’6”)

Php

(6’6” x 9’5”)
(7’9” x 11’2”)
(9’2” x 13’1”)
(10’5”x 15’1”)

2020 CATALOG | www.eurobel.com.ph

49, 995
79, 995
114, 995

7

The Play Collection is made of 100% polyester microfiber pile
that ensures unrivaled softness and a subtle velvety sheen.
The timeless colors of this collection along with the trendiest
designs and modern patterns, will certainly enhance every
type of decor. These rugs are durable and non-shedding for
long lasting comfort.

Name:
Color:

Play 63255-E
970

Size:

160 x 230 cm
200 x 290 cm
240 x 340 cm
280 x 400 cm
320 x 460 cm

(5’3” x 7’6”)

Php

(6’6” x 9’5”)
(7’9” x 11’2”)
(9’2” x 13’1”)
(10’5”x 15’1”)

2020 CATALOG | www.eurobel.com.ph

49, 995
79, 995
114, 995

7

The Polar Collection is made of 100% polyester microfiber
pile that ensures unrivaled softness and a subtle velvety
sheen. The timeless colors of this collection, along with its
subtle elegant design, will certainly complement every type
of decor. These new generation rugs are durable, nonshedding, easy to clean, machine washable and tumble
dryer proof for long lasting comfort.

Name:
Color:

Polar 71331-E
050

Size:

160 x 230 cm
200 x 290 cm
240 x 340 cm
280 x 400 cm
320 x 460 cm

(5’3” x 7’6”)

Php

(6’6” x 9’5”)
(7’9” x 11’2”)
(9’2” x 13’1”)
(10’5”x 15’1”)

2020 CATALOG | www.eurobel.com.ph

43, 995
69, 995
96, 995

7

The Polar Collection is made of 100% polyester microfiber
pile that ensures unrivaled softness and a subtle velvety
sheen. The timeless colors of this collection, along with its
subtle elegant design, will certainly complement every type
of decor. These new generation rugs are durable, nonshedding, easy to clean, machine washable and tumble
dryer proof for long lasting comfort.

Name:
Color:

Polar 71331-E
099

Size:

160 x 230 cm
200 x 290 cm
240 x 340 cm
280 x 400 cm
320 x 460 cm

(5’3” x 7’6”)

Php

(6’6” x 9’5”)
(7’9” x 11’2”)
(9’2” x 13’1”)
(10’5”x 15’1”)

2020 CATALOG | www.eurobel.com.ph

43, 995
69, 995
96, 995

Elegant and timeless, our top of the line and premium Qum
Collection adds style and grace with oriental elements and
traditional colors to any kind of interior. The collection boasts
of intricate designs with 4 million design points per square
meter making it the most dense carpet. This precise pencil
point definition for finite detail showcase the compelling
sophistication of the collection with a combination of clarity
and definition. Made with superior quality 100% bamboo silk
pile, this collection boasts of the most heavenly and velvety
soft texture ever.

Name:
Color:

Qum 1203-C | Less 20%
Burgundy N7

Size:

160 x 230 cm
200 x 300 cm
250 x 350 cm
280 x 400 cm
320 x 450 cm

(5’3” x 7’6”)

Php

(6’6” x 9’9”)
(8’2” x 11’5”)
(9’2” x 13’1”)
(10’5”x 15’1”)

2020 CATALOG | www.eurobel.com.ph

114, 995
159, 995

Elegant and timeless, our top of the line and premium Qum
Collection adds style and grace with oriental elements and
traditional colors to any kind of interior. The collection boasts
of intricate designs with 4 million design points per square
meter making it the most dense carpet. This precise pencil
point definition for finite detail showcase the compelling
sophistication of the collection with a combination of clarity
and definition. Made with superior quality 100% bamboo silk
pile, this collection boasts of the most heavenly and velvety
soft texture ever.

Name:
Color:

Qum 1203-C | Less 20%
Gold N4

Size:

160 x 230 cm
200 x 300 cm
250 x 350 cm
280 x 400 cm
320 x 460 cm

(5’3” x 7’6”)

Php

(6’6” x 9’9”)
(8’2” x 11’5”)
(9’2” x 13’1”)
(10’5”x 15’1”)

2020 CATALOG | www.eurobel.com.ph

114, 995
159, 995

Elegant and timeless, our top of the line and premium Qum
Collection adds style and grace with oriental elements and
traditional colors to any kind of interior. The collection boasts
of intricate designs with 4 million design points per square
meter making it the most dense carpet. This precise pencil
point definition for finite detail showcase the compelling
sophistication of the collection with a combination of clarity
and definition. Made with superior quality 100% bamboo silk
pile, this collection boasts of the most heavenly and velvety
soft texture ever.

Name:
Color:

Qum 1203-C | Less 20%
Navy N8

Size:

160 x 230 cm
200 x 300 cm
250 x 350 cm
280 x 400 cm
320 x 460 cm

(5’3” x 7’6”)

Php

(6’6” x 9’9”)
(8’2” x 11’5”)
(9’2” x 13’1”)
(10’5”x 15’1”)

2020 CATALOG | www.eurobel.com.ph

114, 995
159, 995

Elegant and timeless, our top of the line and premium Qum
Collection adds style and grace with oriental elements and
traditional colors to any kind of interior. The collection boasts
of intricate designs with 4 million design points per square
meter making it the most dense carpet. This precise pencil
point definition for finite detail showcase the compelling
sophistication of the collection with a combination of clarity
and definition. Made with superior quality 100% bamboo silk
pile, this collection boasts of the most heavenly and velvety
soft texture ever.

Name:
Color:

Qum 1207-C | Less 20%
Gold N4

Size:

160 x 230 cm
200 x 300 cm
250 x 350 cm
280 x 400 cm
320 x 460 cm

(5’3” x 7’6”)

Php

(6’6” x 9’9”)
(8’2” x 11’5”)
(9’2” x 13’1”)
(10’5”x 15’1”)

2020 CATALOG | www.eurobel.com.ph

159, 995

Elegant and timeless, our top of the line and premium Qum
Collection adds style and grace with oriental elements and
traditional colors to any kind of interior. The collection boasts
of intricate designs with 4 million design points per square
meter making it the most dense carpet. This precise pencil
point definition for finite detail showcase the compelling
sophistication of the collection with a combination of clarity
and definition. Made with superior quality 100% bamboo silk
pile, this collection boasts of the most heavenly and velvety
soft texture ever.

Name:
Color:

Qum 1207B-C | Less 20%
Burgundy N7

Size:

160 x 230 cm
200 x 300 cm
250 x 350 cm
280 x 400 cm
320 x 460 cm

(5’3” x 7’6”)

Php

(6’6” x 9’9”)
(8’2” x 11’5”)
(9’2” x 13’1”)
(10’5”x 15’1”)

2020 CATALOG | www.eurobel.com.ph

69, 995
114, 995
159, 995

Elegant and timeless, our top of the line and premium Qum
Collection adds style and grace with oriental elements and
traditional colors to any kind of interior. The collection boasts
of intricate designs with 4 million design points per square
meter making it the most dense carpet. This precise pencil
point definition for finite detail showcase the compelling
sophistication of the collection with a combination of clarity
and definition. Made with superior quality 100% bamboo silk
pile, this collection boasts of the most heavenly and velvety
soft texture ever.

Name:
Color:

Qum 1207E-C | Less 20%
Navy N8

Size:

160 x 230 cm
200 x 290 cm
250 x 350 cm
280 x 400 cm
320 x 460 cm

(5’3” x 7’6”)

Php

69, 995

(6’6” x 9’5”)
(8’2” x 11’5”)
(9’2” x 13’1”)
(10’5”x 15’1”)

2020 CATALOG | www.eurobel.com.ph

159, 995

7

The Sherpa Collection combines invitingly warm, vibrant
colors and ethnic-inspired designs with a modern twist that
can spice up any space with a touch of coziness. On top of
that, the luxurious softness and the rich look of this collection
guarantees long lasting comfort. The rugs are woven with
100% super heat-set polypropylene fiber for soft and
volumized texture that is non-shedding and very easy to
maintain.

Name:
Color:

Sherpa 52852-E
743

Size:

160 x 230 cm
200 x 290 cm
240 x 340 cm
280 x 400 cm
320 x 460 cm

(5’3” x 7’6”)

Php

(6’6” x 9’5”)
(7’9” x 11’2”)
(9’2” x 13’1”)
(10’5”x 15’1”)

2020 CATALOG | www.eurobel.com.ph

43, 995
69, 995

7

The Shuffle Collection comes in smooth-carved rugs with
graphic trend-forward designs, and a combination of
neutral and vibrant tones. This collection offers ultra-soft rugs
with a contemporary look that matches the different styles
of your interior decor. These supple, low pile rugs are made
of 100% super micro-set polypropylene pile are stainresistant and non-shedding.

Name:
Color:

Shuffle 58237-R
032

Size:

160 x 230 cm
200 x 290 cm
240 x 340 cm
280 x 400 cm
320 x 460 cm

(5’3” x 7’6”)

Php

(6’6” x 9’5”)
(7’9” x 11’2”)
(9’2” x 13’1”)
(10’5”x 15’1”)

2020 CATALOG | www.eurobel.com.ph

23, 995
37, 495

7

The Shuffle Collection comes in smooth-carved rugs with
graphic trend-forward designs, and a combination of
neutral and vibrant tones. This collection offers ultra-soft rugs
with a contemporary look that matches the different styles
of your interior decor. These supple, low pile rugs are made
of 100% super micro-set polypropylene pile are stainresistant and non-shedding.

Name:
Color:

Shuffle 58237-R
632

Size:

160 x 230 cm
200 x 290 cm
240 x 340 cm
280 x 400 cm
320 x 460 cm

(5’3” x 7’6”)

Php

(6’6” x 9’5”)
(7’9” x 11’2”)
(9’2” x 13’1”)
(10’5”x 15’1”)

2020 CATALOG | www.eurobel.com.ph

23, 995
37, 495

7

The very elegant and timeless Silk Touch Collection offers
super soft, smooth rugs with a contemporary look that easily
matches any interior decor. These supple, low pile rugs are
made of 100% soft heat-set polypropylene pile that are
stain-resistant and non-shedding.
This collection can be customized to your size requirements.

Name:
Color:

Silk T. 2144-BL-E
7V01

Size:

160 x 230 cm
200 x 290 cm
240 x 340 cm
280 x 400 cm
320 x 460 cm
400 x 580 cm

(5’3” x 7’6”)

Php

(6’6” x 9’5”)
(7’9” x 11’2”)
(9’2” x 13’1”)
(10’5”x 15’1”)
(13’1” x 19’0”)

2020 CATALOG | www.eurobel.com.ph

43, 995
69, 995
96, 995
134, 995
174, 995

7

The very elegant and timeless Silk Touch Collection offers
super soft, smooth rugs with a contemporary look that easily
matches any interior decor. These supple, low pile rugs are
made of 100% soft heat-set polypropylene pile that are
stain-resistant and non-shedding.
This collection can be customized to your size requirements.

Name:
Color:

Silk T. 2144-BL-E
7V04

Size:

160 x 230 cm
200 x 290 cm
240 x 340 cm
280 x 400 cm
320 x 460 cm
400 x 580 cm

(5’3” x 7’6”)

Php

(6’6” x 9’5”)
(7’9” x 11’2”)
(9’2” x 13’1”)
(10’5”x 15’1”)
(13’1” x 19’0”)

2020 CATALOG | www.eurobel.com.ph

43, 995
69, 995
96, 995
134, 995
174, 995
299, 995

7

The opulent, modern, smooth, low pile rugs of the Opus
Collection are densely woven and has an outstanding
"handmade" appeal with a very soft touch. By offering a
palette of soft neutral tones, Opus adds a serene elegant
charm to any room. Employing our 100% super heat-set
polypropylene yarn, the collection offers a soft beauty that
is also stain-resistant and non-shedding.

Name:
Color:

Siroc 50701-E
283

Size:

160 x 230 cm
200 x 290 cm
240 x 340 cm
280 x 400 cm
320 x 460 cm

(5’3” x 7’6”)

Php

(6’6” x 9’5”)
(7’9” x 11’2”)
(9’2” x 13’1”)
(10’5”x 15’1”)

2020 CATALOG | www.eurobel.com.ph

69, 995
96, 995
134, 995

7

The opulent, modern, smooth, low pile rugs of the Opus
Collection are densely woven and has an outstanding
"handmade" appeal with a very soft touch. By offering a
palette of soft neutral tones, Opus adds a serene elegant
charm to any room. Employing our 100% super heat-set
polypropylene yarn, the collection offers a soft beauty that
is also stain-resistant and non-shedding.

Name:
Color:

Siroc 50806-E
327

Size:

160 x 230 cm
200 x 290 cm
240 x 340 cm
280 x 400 cm
320 x 460 cm

(5’3” x 7’6”)

Php

(6’6” x 9’5”)
(7’9” x 11’2”)
(9’2” x 13’1”)
(10’5”x 15’1”)

2020 CATALOG | www.eurobel.com.ph

69, 995
96, 995
134, 995

7

The opulent, modern, smooth, low pile rugs of the Opus
Collection are densely woven and has an outstanding
"handmade" appeal with a very soft touch. By offering a
palette of soft neutral tones, Opus adds a serene elegant
charm to any room. Employing our 100% super heat-set
polypropylene yarn, the collection offers a soft beauty that
is also stain-resistant and non-shedding.

Name:
Color:

Siroc 50809-E
786

Size:

160 x 230 cm
200 x 290 cm
240 x 340 cm
280 x 400 cm
320 x 460 cm

(5’3” x 7’6”)

Php

(6’6” x 9’5”)
(7’9” x 11’2”)
(9’2” x 13’1”)
(10’5”x 15’1”)

2020 CATALOG | www.eurobel.com.ph

43, 995
69, 995
96, 995
134, 995

7

The opulent, modern, smooth, low pile rugs of the Opus
Collection are densely woven and has an outstanding
"handmade" appeal with a very soft touch. By offering a
palette of soft neutral tones, Opus adds a serene elegant
charm to any room. Employing our 100% super heat-set
polypropylene yarn, the collection offers a soft beauty that
is also stain-resistant and non-shedding.

Name:
Color:

Siroc 50811-E
235

Size:

160 x 230 cm
200 x 290 cm
240 x 340 cm
280 x 400 cm
320 x 460 cm

(5’3” x 7’6”)

Php

(6’6” x 9’5”)
(7’9” x 11’2”)
(9’2” x 13’1)
(10’5”x 15’1”)

2020 CATALOG | www.eurobel.com.ph

43, 995
69, 995
96, 995
134, 995

7

The opulent, modern, smooth, low pile rugs of the Opus
Collection are densely woven and has an outstanding
"handmade" appeal with a very soft touch. By offering a
palette of soft neutral tones, Opus adds a serene elegant
charm to any room. Employing our 100% super heat-set
polypropylene yarn, the collection offers a soft beauty that
is also stain-resistant and non-shedding.

Name:
Color:

Siroc 50817-E
273

Size:

160 x 230 cm
200 x 290 cm
240 x 340 cm
280 x 400 cm
320 x 460 cm

(5’3” x 7’6”)

Php

(6’6” x 9’5”)
(7’9” x 11’2”)
(9’2” x 13’1”)
(10’5”x 15’1”)

2020 CATALOG | www.eurobel.com.ph

43, 995
69, 995
96, 995
134, 995

The glamourous Softness Collection gives a beautiful luster
and shine that’s both delicate and delivers a classy glow
with a chic smart twist that complements your interior space.
These super smooth and supple rugs are made of 100% soft
heat-set polypropylene silk yarn that are easy to clean and
non-shedding.

Name:
Color:

Softness 4619-R | Less 20%
P340

Size:

160 x 230 cm
200 x 290 cm
240 x 340 cm
280 x 400 cm
320 x 460 cm

(5’3” x 7’6”)

Php

(6’6” x 9’5”)
(7’9” x 11’2”)
(9’2” x 13’1”)
(10’5”x 15’1”)

2020 CATALOG | www.eurobel.com.ph

27, 495

The glamourous Softness Collection gives a beautiful luster
and shine that’s both delicate and delivers a classy glow
with a chic smart twist that complements your interior space.
These super smooth and supple rugs are made of 100% soft
heat-set polypropylene silk yarn that are easy to clean and
non-shedding.
This collection can be customized to your size requirements

Name:
Color:

Softness 6787-BL-R | Less 20%
G248

Size:

160 x 230 cm
200 x 290 cm
240 x 330 cm
280 x 400 cm
320 x 460 cm
400 x 580 cm

(5’3” x 7’6”)

Php

27, 495

(6’6” x 9’5”)
(7’9” x 10’9”)
(9’2” x 13’1”)
(10’5”x 15’1”)
(13’1” x 19’0”)

2020 CATALOG | www.eurobel.com.ph

99, 995

The glamourous Softness Collection gives a beautiful luster
and shine that’s both delicate and delivers a classy glow
with a chic smart twist that complements your interior space.
These super smooth and supple rugs are made of 100% soft
heat-set polypropylene silk yarn that are easy to clean and
non-shedding.
This collection can be customized to your size requirements.

Name:
Color:

Softness 6787-BL-R | Less 20%
G395

Size:

160 x 230 cm
200 x 290 cm
240 x 330 cm
280 x 400 cm
320 x 460 cm
400 x 580 cm

(5’3” x 7’6”)

Php

(6’6” x 9’5”)
(7’9” x 10’9”)
(9’2” x 13’1”)
(10’5”x 15’1”)
(13’1” x 19’0”)

2020 CATALOG | www.eurobel.com.ph

27, 495
42, 995
59, 995
82, 995
99, 995
174, 995

The glamourous Softness Collection gives a beautiful luster
and shine that’s both delicate and delivers a classy glow
with a chic smart twist that complements your interior space.
These super smooth and supple rugs are made of 100% soft
heat-set polypropylene silk yarn that are easy to clean and
non-shedding.
This collection can be customized to your size requirements.

Name:
Color:

Softness 6888-BL-R | Less 20%
G248

Size:

160 x 230 cm
200 x 290 cm
240 x 330 cm
280 x 400 cm
320 x 460 cm
400 x 580 cm

(5’3” x 7’6”)

Php

(6’6” x 9’5”)
(7’9” x 10’9”)
(9’2” x 13’1”)
(10’5”x 15’1”)
(13’1” x 19’0”)

2020 CATALOG | www.eurobel.com.ph

27, 495
42, 995
59, 995
82, 995
99, 995
174, 995

The glamourous Softness Collection gives a beautiful luster
and shine that’s both delicate and delivers a classy glow
with a chic smart twist that complements your interior space.
These super smooth and supple rugs are made of 100% soft
heat-set polypropylene silk yarn that are easy to clean and
non-shedding.

Name:
Color:

Softness 6888-R | Less 20%
G315

Size:

160 x 230 cm
200 x 290 cm
240 x 340 cm
280 x 400 cm
320 x 460 cm

(5’3” x 7’6”)

Php

(6’6” x 9’5”)
(7’9” x 11’2”)
(9’2” x 13’1”)
(10’5”x 15’1”)

2020 CATALOG | www.eurobel.com.ph

27, 495

The glamourous Softness Collection gives a beautiful luster
and shine that’s both delicate and delivers a classy glow
with a chic smart twist that complements your interior space.
These super smooth and supple rugs are made of 100% soft
heat-set polypropylene silk yarn that are easy to clean and
non-shedding.
This collection can be customized to your size requirements.

Name:
Color:

Softness 6888-BL-R | Less 20%
G351

Size:

160 x 230 cm
200 x 290 cm
240 x 330 cm
280 x 400 cm
320 x 460 cm
400 x 580 cm

(5’3” x 7’6”)

Php

(6’6” x 9’5”)
(7’9” x 10’9”)
(9’2” x 13’1”)
(10’5”x 15’1”)
(13’1” x 19’0”)

2020 CATALOG | www.eurobel.com.ph

27, 495
42, 995
59, 995
82, 995
99, 995
174, 995

The glamourous Softness Collection gives a beautiful luster
and shine that’s both delicate and delivers a classy glow
with a chic smart twist that complements your interior space.
These super smooth and supple rugs are made of 100% soft
heat-set polypropylene silk yarn that are easy to clean and
non-shedding.

Name:
Color:

Softness 6896-R | Less 20%
G301

Size:

160 x 230 cm
200 x 290 cm
240 x 330 cm
280 x 400 cm
320 x 460 cm

(5’3” x 7’6”)

Php

(6’6” x 9’5”)
(7’9” x 10’9”)
(9’2” x 13’1”)
(10’5”x 15’1”)

2020 CATALOG | www.eurobel.com.ph

42, 995
59, 995

The glamourous Softness Collection gives a beautiful luster
and shine that’s both delicate and delivers a classy glow
with a chic smart twist that complements your interior space.
These super smooth and supple rugs are made of 100% soft
heat-set polypropylene silk yarn that are easy to clean and
non-shedding.

Name:
Color:

Softness 6897-R | Less 20%
G305

Size:

160 x 230 cm
200 x 290 cm
240 x 330 cm
280 x 400 cm
320 x 460 cm

(5’3” x 7’6”)

Php

(6’6” x 9’5”)
(7’9” x 10’9”)
(9’2” x 13’1”)
(10’5”x 15’1”)

2020 CATALOG | www.eurobel.com.ph

42, 995
59, 995

The glamourous Softness Collection gives a beautiful luster
and shine that’s both delicate and delivers a classy glow
with a chic smart twist that complements your interior space.
These super smooth and supple rugs are made of 100% soft
heat-set polypropylene silk yarn that are easy to clean and
non-shedding.

Name:
Color:

Softness 6898-R | Less 20%
G204

Size:

160 x 230 cm
200 x 290 cm
240 x 340 cm
280 x 400 cm
320 x 460 cm

(5’3” x 7’6”)

Php

(6’6” x 9’5”)
(7’9” x 11’2”)
(9’2” x 13’1”)
(10’5”x 15’1”)

2020 CATALOG | www.eurobel.com.ph

27, 495

The glamourous Softness Collection gives a beautiful luster
and shine that’s both delicate and delivers a classy glow
with a chic smart twist that complements your interior space.
These super smooth and supple rugs are made of 100% soft
heat-set polypropylene silk yarn that are easy to clean and
non-shedding.

Name:
Color:

Softness 6898-R | Less 20%
G305

Size:

160 x 230 cm
200 x 290 cm
240 x 330 cm
280 x 400 cm
320 x 460 cm

(5’3” x 7’6”)

Php

(6’6” x 9’5”)
(7’9” x 10’9”)
(9’2” x 13’1”)
(10’5”x 15’1”)

2020 CATALOG | www.eurobel.com.ph

27, 495

The glamourous Softness Collection gives a beautiful luster
and shine that’s both delicate and delivers a classy glow
with a chic smart twist that complements your interior space.
These super smooth and supple rugs are made of 100% soft
heat-set polypropylene silk yarn that are easy to clean and
non-shedding.

Name:
Color:

Softness 7329-R | Less 20%
G201

Size:

160 x 230 cm
200 x 290 cm
240 x 340 cm
280 x 400 cm
320 x 460 cm

(5’3” x 7’6”)

Php

(6’6” x 9’5”)
(7’9” x 11’2”)
(9’2” x 13’1”)
(10’5”x 15’1”)

2020 CATALOG | www.eurobel.com.ph

27, 495

The glamourous Softness Collection gives a beautiful luster
and shine that’s both delicate and delivers a classy glow
with a chic smart twist that complements your interior space.
These super smooth and supple rugs are made of 100% soft
heat-set polypropylene silk yarn that are easy to clean and
non-shedding.

Name:
Color:

Softness 8509-R | Less 20%
P340

Size:

160 x 230 cm
200 x 290 cm
240 x 340 cm
280 x 400 cm
320 x 460 cm

(5’3” x 7’6”)

Php

(6’6” x 9’5”)
(7’9” x 11’2”)
(9’2” x 13’1”)
(10’5”x 15’1”)

2020 CATALOG | www.eurobel.com.ph

27, 495

The glamourous Softness Collection gives a beautiful luster
and shine that’s both delicate and delivers a classy glow
with a chic smart twist that complements your interior space.
These super smooth and supple rugs are made of 100% soft
heat-set polypropylene silk yarn that are easy to clean and
non-shedding.

Name:
Color:

Softness 8515-R | Less 20%
P304

Size:

160 x 230 cm
200 x 290 cm
240 x 340 cm
280 x 400 cm
320 x 460 cm

(5’3” x 7’6”)

Php

(6’6” x 9’5”)
(7’9” x 11’2”)
(9’2” x 13’1”)
(10’5”x 15’1”)

2020 CATALOG | www.eurobel.com.ph

27, 495

The glamourous Softness Collection gives a beautiful luster
and shine that’s both delicate and delivers a classy glow
with a chic smart twist that complements your interior space.
These super smooth and supple rugs are made of 100% soft
heat-set polypropylene silk yarn that are easy to clean and
non-shedding.

Name:
Color:

Softness 8580-R | Less 20%
P204

Size:

160 x 230 cm
200 x 290 cm
240 x 330 cm
280 x 400 cm
320 x 460 cm

(5’3” x 7’6”)

Php

(6’6” x 9’5”)
(7’9” x 10’9”)
(9’2” x 13’1”)
(10’5”x 15’1”)

2020 CATALOG | www.eurobel.com.ph

27, 495
42, 995
59, 995

The glamourous Softness Collection gives a beautiful luster
and shine that’s both delicate and delivers a classy glow
with a chic smart twist that complements your interior space.
These super smooth and supple rugs are made of 100% soft
heat-set polypropylene silk yarn that are easy to clean and
non-shedding.

Name:
Color:

Softness 8580-R | Less 20%
P305

Size:

160 x 230 cm
200 x 290 cm
240 x 330 cm
280 x 400 cm
320 x 460 cm

(5’3” x 7’6”)

Php

(6’6” x 9’5”)
(7’9” x 10’9”)
(9’2” x 13’1”)
(10’5”x 15’1”)

2020 CATALOG | www.eurobel.com.ph

27, 495
42, 995
59, 995

The glamourous Softness Collection gives a beautiful luster
and shine that’s both delicate and delivers a classy glow
with a chic smart twist that complements your interior space.
These super smooth and supple rugs are made of 100% soft
heat-set polypropylene silk yarn that are easy to clean and
non-shedding.

Name:
Color:

Softness 8581-R | Less 20%
G204

Size:

160 x 230 cm
200 x 290 cm
240 x 330 cm
280 x 400 cm
320 x 460 cm

(5’3” x 7’6”)

Php

(6’6” x 9’5”)
(7’9” x 10’9”)
(9’2” x 13’1”)
(10’5”x 15’1”)

2020 CATALOG | www.eurobel.com.ph

27, 495

The glamourous Softness Collection gives a beautiful luster
and shine that’s both delicate and delivers a classy glow
with a chic smart twist that complements your interior space.
These super smooth and supple rugs are made of 100% soft
heat-set polypropylene silk yarn that are easy to clean and
non-shedding.

Name:
Color:

Softness 8581-R | Less 20%
G305

Size:

160 x 230 cm
200 x 290 cm
240 x 330 cm
280 x 400 cm
320 x 460 cm

(5’3” x 7’6”)

Php

(6’6” x 9’5”)
(7’9” x 10’9”)
(9’2” x 13’1”)
(10’5”x 15’1”)

2020 CATALOG | www.eurobel.com.ph

27, 495
42, 995
59, 995

The glamourous Softness Collection gives a beautiful luster
and shine that’s both delicate and delivers a classy glow
with a chic smart twist that complements your interior space.
These super smooth and supple rugs are made of 100% soft
heat-set polypropylene silk yarn that are easy to clean and
non-shedding.

Name:
Color:

Softness 9028-R | Less 20%
P301

Size:

160 x 230 cm
200 x 290 cm
240 x 330 cm
280 x 400 cm
320 x 460 cm

(5’3” x 7’6”)

Php

27, 495

(6’6” x 9’5”)
(7’9” x 10’9”)
(9’2” x 13’1”)
(10’5”x 15’1”)

2020 CATALOG | www.eurobel.com.ph

59, 995

The glamourous Softness Collection gives a beautiful luster
and shine that’s both delicate and delivers a classy glow
with a chic smart twist that complements your interior space.
These super smooth and supple rugs are made of 100% soft
heat-set polypropylene silk yarn that are easy to clean and
non-shedding.

Name:
Color:

Softness 9029-R | Less 20%
P304

Size:

160 x 230 cm
200 x 290 cm
240 x 330 cm
280 x 400 cm
320 x 460 cm

(5’3” x 7’6”)

Php

(6’6” x 9’5”)
(7’9” x 10’9”)
(9’2” x 13’1”)
(10’5”x 15’1”)

2020 CATALOG | www.eurobel.com.ph

27, 495
42, 995

The glamourous Softness Collection gives a beautiful luster
and shine that’s both delicate and delivers a classy glow
with a chic smart twist that complements your interior space.
These super smooth and supple rugs are made of 100% soft
heat-set polypropylene silk yarn that are easy to clean and
non-shedding.

Name:
Color:

Softness 9041-R | Less 20%
P340

Size:

160 x 230 cm
200 x 290 cm
240 x 330 cm
280 x 400 cm
320 x 460 cm

(5’3” x 7’6”)

Php

(6’6” x 9’5”)
(7’9” x 10’9”)
(9’2” x 13’1”)
(10’5”x 15’1”)

2020 CATALOG | www.eurobel.com.ph

27, 495
42, 995
59, 995

The glamourous Softness Collection gives a beautiful luster
and shine that’s both delicate and delivers a classy glow
with a chic smart twist that complements your interior space.
These super smooth and supple rugs are made of 100% soft
heat-set polypropylene silk yarn that are easy to clean and
non-shedding.

Name:
Color:

Softness 9415-R | Less 20%
P318

Size:

160 x 230 cm
200 x 290 cm
240 x 340 cm
280 x 400 cm
320 x 460 cm

(5’3” x 7’6”)

Php

(6’6” x 9’5”)
(7’9” x 11’2”)
(9’2” x 13’1”)
(10’5”x 15’1”)

2020 CATALOG | www.eurobel.com.ph

27, 495

The glamourous Softness Collection gives a beautiful luster
and shine that’s both delicate and delivers a classy glow
with a chic smart twist that complements your interior space.
These super smooth and supple rugs are made of 100% soft
heat-set polypropylene silk yarn that are easy to clean and
non-shedding.

Name:
Color:

Softness 9415-R | Less 20%
S785

Size:

160 x 230 cm
200 x 290 cm
240 x 330 cm
280 x 400 cm
320 x 460 cm

(5’3” x 7’6”)

Php

(6’6” x 9’5”)
(7’9” x 10’9”)
(9’2” x 13’1”)
(10’5s”x 15’1”)

2020 CATALOG | www.eurobel.com.ph

27, 495

The glamourous Softness Collection gives a beautiful luster
and shine that’s both delicate and delivers a classy glow
with a chic smart twist that complements your interior space.
These super smooth and supple rugs are made of 100% soft
heat-set polypropylene silk yarn that are easy to clean and
non-shedding.

Name:
Color:

Softness 9467-R | Less 20%
G305

Size:

160 x 230 cm
200 x 290 cm
240 x 330 cm
280 x 400 cm
320 x 460 cm

(5’3” x 7’6”)

Php

(6’6” x 9’5”)
(7’9” x 10’9”)
(9’2” x 13’1”)
(10’5”x 15’1”)

2020 CATALOG | www.eurobel.com.ph

27, 495
42, 995
59, 995

The glamourous Softness Collection gives a beautiful luster
and shine that’s both delicate and delivers a classy glow
with a chic smart twist that complements your interior space.
These super smooth and supple rugs are made of 100% soft
heat-set polypropylene silk yarn that are easy to clean and
non-shedding.

Name:
Color:

Softness 9467-R | Less 20%
P340

Size:

160 x 230 cm
200 x 290 cm
240 x 330 cm
280 x 400 cm
320 x 460 cm

(5’3” x 7’6”)

Php

(6’6” x 9’5”)
(7’9” x 10’9”)
(9’2” x 13’1”)
(10’5”x 15’1”)

2020 CATALOG | www.eurobel.com.ph

27, 495
42, 995
59, 995

7

The classy and elegant Supreme Collection offers super soft,
smooth rugs in timeless neutral tones that beautifully
enhances your interior decor. These supple, low pile rugs
with a chic smart twist and glow are made of 100% soft heatset polypropylene yarn that are easy to clean and nonshedding.

Name:
Color:

Supreme 7574-E
F440

Size:

160 x 230 cm
200 x 290 cm
240 x 330 cm
280 x 400 cm
320 x 460 cm

(5’3” x 7’6”)

Php

(6’6” x 9’5”)
(7’9” x 10’9”)
(9’2” x 13’1”)
(10’5”x 15’1”)

2020 CATALOG | www.eurobel.com.ph

49, 995
79, 995
114, 995

7

The classy and elegant Supreme Collection offers super soft,
smooth rugs in timeless neutral tones that beautifully
enhances your interior decor. These supple, low pile rugs
with a chic smart twist and glow are made of 100% soft heatset polypropylene yarn that are easy to clean and nonshedding.

Name:
Color:

Supreme 7574-E
F590

Size:

160 x 230 cm
200 x 290 cm
240 x 330 cm
280 x 400 cm
320 x 460 cm

(5’3” x 7’7”)

Php

(6’7” x 9’6”)
(7’10” x 10’9”)
(9’2” x 13’2”)
(10’6”x 14’9”)

2020 CATALOG | www.eurobel.com.ph

49, 995
79, 995
114, 995

7

The classy and elegant Supreme Collection offers super soft,
smooth rugs in timeless neutral tones that beautifully
enhances your interior decor. These supple, low pile rugs
with a chic smart twist and glow are made of 100% soft heatset polypropylene yarn that are easy to clean and nonshedding.

Name:
Color:

Supreme 7729-E
F401

Size:

160 x 230 cm
200 x 290 cm
240 x 330 cm
280 x 400 cm
320 x 460 cm

(5’3” x 7’6”)

Php

(6’6” x 9’5”)
(7’9” x 10’9”)
(9’2” x 13’1”)
(10’5”x 15’1”)

2020 CATALOG | www.eurobel.com.ph

49, 995
79, 995

7

The classy and elegant Supreme Collection offers super soft,
smooth rugs in timeless neutral tones that beautifully
enhances your interior decor. These supple, low pile rugs
with a chic smart twist and glow are made of 100% soft heatset polypropylene yarn that are easy to clean and nonshedding.

Name:
Color:

Supreme 7729-E
F501

Size:

160 x 230 cm
200 x 290 cm
240 x 330 cm
280 x 400 cm
320 x 460 cm

(5’3” x 7’6”)

Php

49, 995

(6’6” x 9’5”)
(7’9” x 10’9”)
(9’2” x 13’1”)
(10’5”x 15’1”)

2020 CATALOG | www.eurobel.com.ph

114, 995

The classy and elegant Supreme Collection offers super soft,
smooth rugs in timeless neutral tones that beautifully
enhances your interior decor. These supple, low pile rugs
with a chic smart twist and glow are made of 100% soft heatset polypropylene yarn that are easy to clean and nonshedding.

Name:
Color:

Supreme 8085-E
F404

Size:

160 x 230 cm
200 x 290 cm
240 x 330 cm
280 x 400 cm
320 x 460 cm

(5’3” x 7’6”)

Php

(6’6” x 9’5”)
(7’9” x 10’9”)
(9’2” x 13’1”)
(10’5”x 15’1”)

2020 CATALOG | www.eurobel.com.ph

49, 995

The Tabriz Collection boasts of intricate designs with 3 million
design points per square meter. This precise pencil point
definition for finite detail showcase the compelling
sophistication of the collection with a combination of clarity
and definition. Unbelievably super soft and very dense, our
Tabriz collection rugs are heirloom quality made of 100%
Bamboo Silk. The wide variety of premium oriental inspired
designs and rich colors make this collection timeless and
elegant in any room feature.

Name:
Color:

Tabriz IS-004-S | Less 20%
C-Silver

Size:

150 x 220 cm
200 x 300 cm
240 x 340 cm
300 x 400 cm
320 x 460 cm

(5’0” x 7’2”)

Php

(6’6” x 9’9”)
(7’9” x 11’2”)
(9’9” x 13’1”)
(10’5” x 15’1”)

2020 CATALOG | www.eurobel.com.ph

49, 995
79, 995
112, 495
154, 995

The Tabriz Collection boasts of intricate designs with 3 million
design points per square meter. This precise pencil point
definition for finite detail showcase the compelling
sophistication of the collection with a combination of clarity
and definition. Unbelievably super soft and very dense, our
Tabriz collection rugs are heirloom quality made of 100%
Bamboo Silk. The wide variety of premium oriental inspired
designs and rich colors make this collection timeless and
elegant in any room feature.

Name:
Color:

Tabriz IS-004-S | Less 20%
D-Red

Size:

150 x 220 cm
200 x 300 cm
240 x 340 cm
300 x 400 cm
320 x 460 cm

(5’0” x 7’2”)

Php

(6’6” x 9’9”)
(7’9” x 11’2”)
(9’9” x 13’1”)
(10’5”x 15’1”)

2020 CATALOG | www.eurobel.com.ph

49, 995
79, 995
112, 495
154, 995

The Tabriz Collection boasts of intricate designs with 3 million
design points per square meter. This precise pencil point
definition for finite detail showcase the compelling
sophistication of the collection with a combination of clarity
and definition. Unbelievably super soft and very dense, our
Tabriz collection rugs are heirloom quality made of 100%
Bamboo Silk. The wide variety of premium oriental inspired
designs and rich colors make this collection timeless and
elegant in any room feature.

Name:
Color:

Tabriz IS-004-S | Less 20%
Navy

Size:

150 x 220 cm
200 x 300 cm
240 x 340 cm
300 x 400 cm
320 x 460 cm

(5’0” x 7’2”)

Php

(6’6” x 9’9”)
(7’9” x 11’2”)
(9’9” x 13’1”)
(10’5”x 15’1”)

2020 CATALOG | www.eurobel.com.ph

49, 995
79, 995
112, 495
154, 995

The Tabriz Collection boasts of intricate designs with 3 million
design points per square meter. This precise pencil point
definition for finite detail showcase the compelling
sophistication of the collection with a combination of clarity
and definition. Unbelievably super soft and very dense, our
Tabriz collection rugs are heirloom quality made of 100%
Bamboo Silk. The wide variety of premium oriental inspired
designs and rich colors make this collection timeless and
elegant in any room feature.

Name:
Color:

Tabriz IS-004-S | Less 20%
Red

Size:

150 x 220 cm
200 x 300 cm
240 x 340 cm
300 x 400 cm
320 x 460 cm

(5’0” x 7’2”)

Php

(6’6” x 9’9”)
(7’9” x 11’2”)
(9’9” x 13’1”)
(10’5”x 15’1”)

2020 CATALOG | www.eurobel.com.ph

49, 995
79, 995
112, 495
154, 995

The Tabriz Collection boasts of intricate designs with 3 million
design points per square meter. This precise pencil point
definition for finite detail showcase the compelling
sophistication of the collection with a combination of clarity
and definition. Unbelievably super soft and very dense, our
Tabriz collection rugs are heirloom quality made of 100%
Bamboo Silk. The wide variety of premium oriental inspired
designs and rich colors make this collection timeless and
elegant in any room feature.

Name:
Color:

Tabriz IS-004-S | Less 20%
Silver

Size:

150 x 220 cm
200 x 300 cm
240 x 340 cm
300 x 400 cm
320 x 460 cm

(5’0” x 7’2”)

Php

(6’6” x 9’9”)
(7’9” x 11’2”)
(9’9” x 13’1”)
(10’5”x 15’1”)

2020 CATALOG | www.eurobel.com.ph

49, 995
79, 995
112, 495
154, 995

The Tabriz Collection boasts of intricate designs with 3 million
design points per square meter. This precise pencil point
definition for finite detail showcase the compelling
sophistication of the collection with a combination of clarity
and definition. Unbelievably super soft and very dense, our
Tabriz collection rugs are heirloom quality made of 100%
Bamboo Silk. The wide variety of premium oriental inspired
designs and rich colors make this collection timeless and
elegant in any room feature.

Name:
Color:

Tabriz IS-006-S | Less 20%
Anthra Pastel

Size:

150 x 220 cm
200 x 300 cm
240 x 340 cm
300 x 400 cm
320 x 460 cm

(5’0” x 7’2”)

Php

49, 995

(6’6” x 9’9”)
(7’9” x 11’2”)
(9’9” x 13’1”)
(10’5”x 15’1”)

2020 CATALOG | www.eurobel.com.ph

112, 495

The Tabriz Collection boasts of intricate designs with 3 million
design points per square meter. This precise pencil point
definition for finite detail showcase the compelling
sophistication of the collection with a combination of clarity
and definition. Unbelievably super soft and very dense, our
Tabriz collection rugs are heirloom quality made of 100%
Bamboo Silk. The wide variety of premium oriental inspired
designs and rich colors make this collection timeless and
elegant in any room feature.

Name:
Color:

Tabriz IS-006-S | Less 20%
Beige

Size:

150 x 220 cm
200 x 300 cm
240 x 340 cm
300 x 400 cm
320 x 460 cm

(5’0” x 7’2”)

Php

(6’6” x 9’9”)
(7’9” x 11’2”)
(9’9” x 13’1”)
(10’5”x 15’1”)

2020 CATALOG | www.eurobel.com.ph

49, 995
79, 995
112, 495
154, 995

The Tabriz Collection boasts of intricate designs with 3 million
design points per square meter. This precise pencil point
definition for finite detail showcase the compelling
sophistication of the collection with a combination of clarity
and definition. Unbelievably super soft and very dense, our
Tabriz collection rugs are heirloom quality made of 100%
Bamboo Silk. The wide variety of premium oriental inspired
designs and rich colors make this collection timeless and
elegant in any room feature.

Name:
Color:

Tabriz IS-006-S | Less 20%
D-Silver

Size:

150 x 220 cm
200 x 300 cm
240 x 340 cm
300 x 400 cm
320 x 460 cm

(5’0” x 7’2”)

Php

(6’6” x 9’9”)
(7’9” x 11’2”)
(9’9” x 13’1”)
(10’5”x 15’1”)

2020 CATALOG | www.eurobel.com.ph

49, 995
79, 995
112, 495

The Tabriz Collection boasts of intricate designs with 3 million
design points per square meter. This precise pencil point
definition for finite detail showcase the compelling
sophistication of the collection with a combination of clarity
and definition. Unbelievably super soft and very dense, our
Tabriz collection rugs are heirloom quality made of 100%
Bamboo Silk. The wide variety of premium oriental inspired
designs and rich colors make this collection timeless and
elegant in any room feature.

Name:
Color:

Tabriz IS-006-S | Less 20%
Ivory Pastel

Size:

150 x 220 cm
200 x 300 cm
240 x 340 cm
300 x 400 cm
320 x 460 cm

(5’0” x 7’2”)

Php

(6’6” x 9’9”)
(7’9” x 11’2”)
(9’9” x 13’1”)
(10’5”x 15’1”)

2020 CATALOG | www.eurobel.com.ph

79, 995
112, 495

The Tabriz Collection boasts of intricate designs with 3 million
design points per square meter. This precise pencil point
definition for finite detail showcase the compelling
sophistication of the collection with a combination of clarity
and definition. Unbelievably super soft and very dense, our
Tabriz collection rugs are heirloom quality made of 100%
Bamboo Silk. The wide variety of premium oriental inspired
designs and rich colors make this collection timeless and
elegant in any room feature.

Name:
Color:

Tabriz IS-006-S | Less 20%
Lt Blue Pastel

Size:

150 x 220 cm
200 x 300 cm
240 x 340 cm
300 x 400 cm
320 x 460 cm

(5’0” x 7’2”)

Php

(6’6” x 9’9”)
(7’9” x 11’2”)
(9’9” x 13’1”)
(10’5”x 15’1”)

2020 CATALOG | www.eurobel.com.ph

49, 995

0

The Tabriz Collection boasts of intricate designs with 3 million
design points per square meter. This precise pencil point
definition for finite detail showcase the compelling
sophistication of the collection with a combination of clarity
and definition. Unbelievably super soft and very dense, our
Tabriz collection rugs are heirloom quality made of 100%
Bamboo Silk. The wide variety of premium oriental inspired
designs and rich colors make this collection timeless and
elegant in any room feature.

Name:
Color:

Tabriz IS-006-S | Less 20%
Navy

Size:

150 x 220 cm
200 x 300 cm
240 x 340 cm
300 x 400 cm
320 x 460 cm

(5’0” x 7’2”)

Php

(6’6” x 9’9”)
(7’9” x 11’2”)
(9’9” x 13’1”)
(10’5”x 15’1”)

2020 CATALOG | www.eurobel.com.ph

49, 995
79, 995
112, 495
154, 995

0

The Tabriz Collection boasts of intricate designs with 3 million
design points per square meter. This precise pencil point
definition for finite detail showcase the compelling
sophistication of the collection with a combination of clarity
and definition. Unbelievably super soft and very dense, our
Tabriz collection rugs are heirloom quality made of 100%
Bamboo Silk. The wide variety of premium oriental inspired
designs and rich colors make this collection timeless and
elegant in any room feature.

Name:
Color:

Tabriz IS-006-S | Less 20%
Red

Size:

150 x 220 cm
200 x 300 cm
240 x 340 cm
300 x 400 cm
320 x 460 cm

(5’0” x 7’0”)

Php

(6’6” x 9’9”)
(7’9” x 11’2”)
(9’9” x 13’1”)
(10’5”x 15’1”)

2020 CATALOG | www.eurobel.com.ph

49, 995
79, 995
112, 495
154, 995

0

The Tabriz Collection boasts of intricate designs with 3 million
design points per square meter. This precise pencil point
definition for finite detail showcase the compelling
sophistication of the collection with a combination of clarity
and definition. Unbelievably super soft and very dense, our
Tabriz collection rugs are heirloom quality made of 100%
Bamboo Silk. The wide variety of premium oriental inspired
designs and rich colors make this collection timeless and
elegant in any room feature.

Name:
Color:

Tabriz IS-006-S | Less 20%
Rust

Size:

150 x 220 cm
200 x 300 cm
240 x 340 cm
300 x 400 cm
320 x 460 cm

(5’0” x 7’2”)

Php

(6’6” x 9’9”)
(7’9” x 11’2”)
(9’9” x 13’1”)
(10’5”x 15’1”)

2020 CATALOG | www.eurobel.com.ph

79, 995
112, 495
154, 995

0

The Tabriz Collection boasts of intricate designs with 3 million
design points per square meter. This precise pencil point
definition for finite detail showcase the compelling
sophistication of the collection with a combination of clarity
and definition. Unbelievably super soft and very dense, our
Tabriz collection rugs are heirloom quality made of 100%
Bamboo Silk. The wide variety of premium oriental inspired
designs and rich colors make this collection timeless and
elegant in any room feature.

Name:
Color:

Tabriz IS-006-S | Less 20%
Silver Pastel

Size:

150 x 220 cm
200 x 300 cm
240 x 340 cm
300 x 400 cm
320 x 460 cm

(5’0” x 7’2”)

Php

49, 995

(6’6” x 9’9”)
(7’9” x 11’2”)
(9’9” x 13’1”)
(10’5”x 15’1”)

2020 CATALOG | www.eurobel.com.ph

112, 495

0

The Tabriz Collection boasts of intricate designs with 3 million
design points per square meter. This precise pencil point
definition for finite detail showcase the compelling
sophistication of the collection with a combination of clarity
and definition. Unbelievably super soft and very dense, our
Tabriz collection rugs are heirloom quality made of 100%
Bamboo Silk. The wide variety of premium oriental inspired
designs and rich colors make this collection timeless and
elegant in any room feature.

Name:
Color:

Tabriz IS-006-S | Less 20%
Sky Blue

Size:

150 x 220 cm
200 x 300 cm
240 x 340 cm
300 x 400 cm
320 x 460 cm

(5’0” x 7’2”)

Php

(6’6” x 9’9”)
(7’9” x 11’2”)
(9’9” x 13’1”)
(10’5”x 15’1”)

2020 CATALOG | www.eurobel.com.ph

79, 995
112, 495

0

The Tabriz Collection boasts of intricate designs with 3 million
design points per square meter. This precise pencil point
definition for finite detail showcase the compelling
sophistication of the collection with a combination of clarity
and definition. Unbelievably super soft and very dense, our
Tabriz collection rugs are heirloom quality made of 100%
Bamboo Silk. The wide variety of premium oriental inspired
designs and rich colors make this collection timeless and
elegant in any room feature.

Name:
Color:

Tabriz IS-061-S | Less 20%
C-Silver

Size:

150 x 220 cm
200 x 300 cm
240 x 340 cm
300 x 400 cm
320 x 460 cm

(5’0” x 7’2”)

Php

(6’6” x 9’9”)
(7’9” x 11’2”)
(9’9” x 13’1”)
(10’5”x 15’1”)

2020 CATALOG | www.eurobel.com.ph

49, 995
79, 995
112, 495
154, 995

0

The Tabriz Collection boasts of intricate designs with 3 million
design points per square meter. This precise pencil point
definition for finite detail showcase the compelling
sophistication of the collection with a combination of clarity
and definition. Unbelievably super soft and very dense, our
Tabriz collection rugs are heirloom quality made of 100%
Bamboo Silk. The wide variety of premium oriental inspired
designs and rich colors make this collection timeless and
elegant in any room feature.

Name:
Color:

Tabriz IS-061-S | Less 20%
D-Silver

Size:

150 x 220 cm
200 x 300 cm
240 x 340 cm
300 x 400 cm
320 x 460 cm

(5’0” x 7’2”)

Php

(6’6” x 9’9”)
(7’9” x 11’2”)
(9’9” x 13’1”)
(10’5”x 15’1”)

2020 CATALOG | www.eurobel.com.ph

49, 995
79, 995

00

The Tabriz Collection boasts of intricate designs with 3 million
design points per square meter. This precise pencil point
definition for finite detail showcase the compelling
sophistication of the collection with a combination of clarity
and definition. Unbelievably super soft and very dense, our
Tabriz collection rugs are heirloom quality made of 100%
Bamboo Silk. The wide variety of premium oriental inspired
designs and rich colors make this collection timeless and
elegant in any room feature.

Name:
Color:

Tabriz IS-061-S | Less 20%
Navy

Size:

150 x 220 cm
200 x 300 cm
240 x 340 cm
300 x 400 cm
320 x 460 cm

(5’0” x 7’2”)

Php

(6’6” x 9’9”)
(7’9” x 11’2”)
(9’9” x 13’1”)
(10’5”x 15’1”)

2020 CATALOG | www.eurobel.com.ph

49, 995
79, 995
112, 495
154, 995

00

The Tabriz Collection boasts of intricate designs with 3 million
design points per square meter. This precise pencil point
definition for finite detail showcase the compelling
sophistication of the collection with a combination of clarity
and definition. Unbelievably super soft and very dense, our
Tabriz collection rugs are heirloom quality made of 100%
Bamboo Silk. The wide variety of premium oriental inspired
designs and rich colors make this collection timeless and
elegant in any room feature.

Name:
Color:

Tabriz IS-061-S | Less 20%
Rust

Size:

150 x 220 cm
200 x 300 cm
240 x 340 cm
300 x 400 cm
320 x 460 cm

(5’0” x 7’2”)

Php

(6’6” x 9’9”)
(7’9” x 11’2”)
(9’9” x 13’1”)
(10’5”x 15’1”)

2020 CATALOG | www.eurobel.com.ph

79, 995
112, 495
154, 995

The Tabriz Collection boasts of intricate designs with 3 million
design points per square meter. This precise pencil point
definition for finite detail showcase the compelling
sophistication of the collection with a combination of clarity
and definition. Unbelievably super soft and very dense, our
Tabriz collection rugs are heirloom quality made of 100%
Bamboo Silk. The wide variety of premium oriental inspired
designs and rich colors make this collection timeless and
elegant in any room feature.

Name:
Color:

Tabriz IS-061-S | Less 20%
Silver

Size:

150 x 220 cm
200 x 300 cm
240 x 340 cm
300 x 400 cm
320 x 460 cm

Php

(5’0” x 7’2”)
(6’6” x 9’9”)
(7’9” x 11’2”)
(9’9” x 13’1”)
(10’5”x 15’1”)

2020 CATALOG | www.eurobel.com.ph

49, 995
79, 995
112, 495
154, 995

The Tabriz Collection boasts of intricate designs with 3 million
design points per square meter. This precise pencil point
definition for finite detail showcase the compelling
sophistication of the collection with a combination of clarity
and definition. Unbelievably super soft and very dense, our
Tabriz collection rugs are heirloom quality made of 100%
Bamboo Silk. The wide variety of premium oriental inspired
designs and rich colors make this collection timeless and
elegant in any room feature.

Name:
Color:

Tabriz IS-061-S | Less 20%
Sky Blue

Size:

150 x 220 cm
200 x 300 cm
240 x 340 cm
300 x 400 cm
320 x 460 cm

(5’0” x 7’2”)

Php

(6’6” x 9’9”)
(7’9” x 11’2”)
(9’9” x 13’1”)
(10’5”x 15’1”)

2020 CATALOG | www.eurobel.com.ph

79, 995
112, 495

The Tabriz Collection boasts of intricate designs with 3 million
design points per square meter. This precise pencil point
definition for finite detail showcase the compelling
sophistication of the collection with a combination of clarity
and definition. Unbelievably super soft and very dense, our
Tabriz collection rugs are heirloom quality made of 100%
Bamboo Silk. The wide variety of premium oriental inspired
designs and rich colors make this collection timeless and
elegant in any room feature.

Name:
Color:

Tabriz IS-074-S | Less 20%
Navy

Size:

150 x 220 cm
200 x 300 cm
240 x 340 cm
300 x 400 cm
320 x 460 cm

(5’0” x 7’2”)

Php

(6’6” x 9’9”)
(7’9” x 11’2”)
(9’9” x 13’1”)
(10’5”x 15’1”)

2020 CATALOG | www.eurobel.com.ph

49, 995
79, 995
112, 495
154, 995

The Tabriz Collection boasts of intricate designs with 3 million
design points per square meter. This precise pencil point
definition for finite detail showcase the compelling
sophistication of the collection with a combination of clarity
and definition. Unbelievably super soft and very dense, our
Tabriz collection rugs are heirloom quality made of 100%
Bamboo Silk. The wide variety of premium oriental inspired
designs and rich colors make this collection timeless and
elegant in any room feature.

Name:
Color:

Tabriz IS-074-S | Less 20%
Red

Size:

150 x 220 cm
200 x 300 cm
240 x 340 cm
300 x 400 cm
320 x 460 cm

(5’0” x 7’2”)

Php

(6’6” x 9’9”)
(7’9” x 11’2”)
(9’9” x 13’1”)
(10’5”x 15’1”)

2020 CATALOG | www.eurobel.com.ph

49, 995
79, 995
112, 495
154, 995

The Tabriz Collection boasts of intricate designs with 3 million
design points per square meter. This precise pencil point
definition for finite detail showcase the compelling
sophistication of the collection with a combination of clarity
and definition. Unbelievably super soft and very dense, our
Tabriz collection rugs are heirloom quality made of 100%
Bamboo Silk. The wide variety of premium oriental inspired
designs and rich colors make this collection timeless and
elegant in any room feature.

Name:
Color:

Tabriz IS-074-S | Less 20%
Silver

Size:

150 x 220 cm
200 x 300 cm
240 x 340 cm
300 x 400 cm
320 x 460 cm

(5’0” x 7’2”)

Php

(6’6” x 9’9”)
(7’9” x 11’2”)
(9’9” x 13’1”)
(10’5”x 15’1”)

2020 CATALOG | www.eurobel.com.ph

49, 995
79, 995
112, 495

+

The Tabriz Collection boasts of intricate designs with 3 million
design points per square meter. This precise pencil point
definition for finite detail showcase the compelling
sophistication of the collection with a combination of clarity
and definition. Unbelievably super soft and very dense, our
Tabriz collection rugs are heirloom quality made of 100%
Bamboo Silk. The wide variety of premium oriental inspired
designs and rich colors make this collection timeless and
elegant in any room feature.

Name:
Color:

Tabriz IS-074-S | Less 20%
Sky Blue

Size:

150 x 220 cm
200 x 300 cm
240 x 340 cm
300 x 400 cm
320 x 460 cm

(5’0” x 7’2”)

Php

(6’6” x 9’9”)
(7’9” x 11’2”)
(9’9” x 13’1”)
(10’5”x 15’1”)

2020 CATALOG | www.eurobel.com.ph

49, 995
79, 995
112, 495

+

The Tabriz Collection boasts of intricate designs with 3 million
design points per square meter. This precise pencil point
definition for finite detail showcase the compelling
sophistication of the collection with a combination of clarity
and definition. Unbelievably super soft and very dense, our
Tabriz collection rugs are heirloom quality made of 100%
Bamboo Silk. The wide variety of premium oriental inspired
designs and rich colors make this collection timeless and
elegant in any room feature.

Name:
Color:

Tabriz IS-079-S | Less 20%
Navy

Size:

150 x 220 cm
200 x 300 cm
240 x 340 cm
300 x 400 cm
320 x 460 cm

(5’0” x 7’2”)

Php

(6’6” x 9’9”)
(7’9” x 11’2”)
(9’9” x 13’1”)
(10’5”x 15’1”)

2020 CATALOG | www.eurobel.com.ph

154, 995

+

z
The Tabriz Collection boasts of intricate designs with 3 million
design points per square meter. This precise pencil point
definition for finite detail showcase the compelling
sophistication of the collection with a combination of clarity
and definition. Unbelievably super soft and very dense, our
Tabriz collection rugs are heirloom quality made of 100%
Bamboo Silk. The wide variety of premium oriental inspired
designs and rich colors make this collection timeless and
elegant in any room feature.

Name:
Color:

Tabriz IS-079-S | Less 20%
Red

Size:

150 x 220 cm
200 x 300 cm
240 x 340 cm
300 x 400 cm
320 x 460 cm

(5’0” x 7’2”)

Php

49, 995

(6’6” x 9’9”)
(7’9” x 11’2”)
(9’9” x 13’1”)
(10’5”x 15’1”)

2020 CATALOG | www.eurobel.com.ph

112, 495
154, 995

+

z

The Tabriz Collection boasts of intricate designs with 3 million
design points per square meter. This precise pencil point
definition for finite detail showcase the compelling
sophistication of the collection with a combination of clarity
and definition. Unbelievably super soft and very dense, our
Tabriz collection rugs are heirloom quality made of 100%
Bamboo Silk. The wide variety of premium oriental inspired
designs and rich colors make this collection timeless and
elegant in any room feature.

Name:
Color:

Tabriz IS-079-S | Less 20%
Silver

Size:

150 x 220 cm
200 x 300 cm
240 x 340 cm
300 x 400 cm
320 x 460 cm

(5’0” x 7’2”)

Php

(6’6” x 9’9”)

49, 995
79, 995

(7’9” x 11’2”)
(9’9” x 13’1”)
(10’5”x 15’1”)

2020 CATALOG | www.eurobel.com.ph

154, 995

+

z

The Tabriz Collection boasts of intricate designs with 3 million
design points per square meter. This precise pencil point
definition for finite detail showcase the compelling
sophistication of the collection with a combination of clarity
and definition. Unbelievably super soft and very dense, our
Tabriz collection rugs are heirloom quality made of 100%
Bamboo Silk. The wide variety of premium oriental inspired
designs and rich colors make this collection timeless and
elegant in any room feature.

Name:
Color:

Tabriz IS-081-S | Less 20%
Anthra Pastel

Size:

150 x 220 cm
200 x 300 cm
240 x 340 cm
300 x 400 cm
320 x 460 cm

(5’0” x 7’2”)

Php

(6’6” x 9’9”)
(7’9” x 11’2”)
(9’9” x 13’1”)
(10’5”x 15’1”)

2020 CATALOG | www.eurobel.com.ph

49, 995
79, 995
112, 495

+

z

The Tabriz Collection boasts of intricate designs with 3 million
design points per square meter. This precise pencil point
definition for finite detail showcase the compelling
sophistication of the collection with a combination of clarity
and definition. Unbelievably super soft and very dense, our
Tabriz collection rugs are heirloom quality made of 100%
Bamboo Silk. The wide variety of premium oriental inspired
designs and rich colors make this collection timeless and
elegant in any room feature.

Name:
Color:

Tabriz IS-081-S | Less 20%
Beige

Size:

150 x 220 cm
200 x 300 cm
240 x 340 cm
300 x 400 cm
320 x 460 cm

(5’0” x 7’2”)

Php

(6’6” x 9’9”)
(7’9” x 11’2”)
(9’9” x 13’1”)
(10’5”x 15’1”)

2020 CATALOG | www.eurobel.com.ph

49, 995
79, 995
112, 495
154, 995

+

z

The Tabriz Collection boasts of intricate designs with 3 million
design points per square meter. This precise pencil point
definition for finite detail showcase the compelling
sophistication of the collection with a combination of clarity
and definition. Unbelievably super soft and very dense, our
Tabriz collection rugs are heirloom quality made of 100%
Bamboo Silk. The wide variety of premium oriental inspired
designs and rich colors make this collection timeless and
elegant in any room feature.

Name:
Color:

Tabriz IS-081-S | Less 20%
B-Sky Blue

Size:

150 x 220 cm
200 x 300 cm
240 x 340 cm
300 x 400 cm
320 x 460 cm

(5’0” x 7’2”)

Php

(6’6” x 9’9”)
(7’9” x 11’2”)
(9’9” x 13’1”)
(10’5”x 15’1”)

2020 CATALOG | www.eurobel.com.ph

49, 995
79, 995

+

z

The Tabriz Collection boasts of intricate designs with 3 million
design points per square meter. This precise pencil point
definition for finite detail showcase the compelling
sophistication of the collection with a combination of clarity
and definition. Unbelievably super soft and very dense, our
Tabriz collection rugs are heirloom quality made of 100%
Bamboo Silk. The wide variety of premium oriental inspired
designs and rich colors make this collection timeless and
elegant in any room feature.

Name:
Color:

Tabriz IS-081-S | Less 20%
C-Silver

Size:

150 x 220 cm
200 x 300 cm
240 x 340 cm
300 x 400 cm
320 x 460 cm

(5’0” x 7’2”)

Php

(6’6” x 9’9”)
(7’9” x 11’2”)
(9’9” x 13’1”)
(10’5”x 15’1”)

2020 CATALOG | www.eurobel.com.ph

49, 995
79, 995
112, 495
154, 995

+

z

The Tabriz Collection boasts of intricate designs with 3 million
design points per square meter. This precise pencil point
definition for finite detail showcase the compelling
sophistication of the collection with a combination of clarity
and definition. Unbelievably super soft and very dense, our
Tabriz collection rugs are heirloom quality made of 100%
Bamboo Silk. The wide variety of premium oriental inspired
designs and rich colors make this collection timeless and
elegant in any room feature.

Name:
Color:

Tabriz IS-081-S | Less 20%
D-Silver Pastel

Size:

150 x 220 cm
200 x 300 cm
240 x 340 cm
300 x 400 cm
320 x 460 cm

(5’0” x 7’2”)

Php

(6’6” x 9’9”)
(7’9” x 11’2”)
(9’9” x 13’1”)
(10’5”x 15’1”)

2020 CATALOG | www.eurobel.com.ph

49, 995
79, 995
112, 495

+

z

The Tabriz Collection boasts of intricate designs with 3 million
design points per square meter. This precise pencil point
definition for finite detail showcase the compelling
sophistication of the collection with a combination of clarity
and definition. Unbelievably super soft and very dense, our
Tabriz collection rugs are heirloom quality made of 100%
Bamboo Silk. The wide variety of premium oriental inspired
designs and rich colors make this collection timeless and
elegant in any room feature.

Name:
Color:

Tabriz IS-081-S | Less 20%
D-Silver

Size:

150 x 220 cm
200 x 300 cm
240 x 340 cm
300 x 400 cm
320 x 460 cm

(5’0” x 7’2”)

Php

(6’6” x 9’9”)
(7’9” x 11’2”)
(9’9” x 13’1”)
(10’5”x 15’1”)

2020 CATALOG | www.eurobel.com.ph

49, 995
79, 995
112, 495

+

z

The Tabriz Collection boasts of intricate designs with 3 million
design points per square meter. This precise pencil point
definition for finite detail showcase the compelling
sophistication of the collection with a combination of clarity
and definition. Unbelievably super soft and very dense, our
Tabriz collection rugs are heirloom quality made of 100%
Bamboo Silk. The wide variety of premium oriental inspired
designs and rich colors make this collection timeless and
elegant in any room feature.

Name:
Color:

Tabriz IS-081-S | Less 20%
Ivory Pastel

Size:

150 x 220 cm
200 x 300 cm
240 x 340 cm
300 x 400 cm
320 x 460 cm

(5’0” x 7’2”)

Php

(6’6” x 9’9”)
(7’9” x 11’2”)
(9’9” x 13’1”)
(10’5”x 15’1”)

2020 CATALOG | www.eurobel.com.ph

79, 995
112, 495

+

z

The Tabriz Collection boasts of intricate designs with 3 million
design points per square meter. This precise pencil point
definition for finite detail showcase the compelling
sophistication of the collection with a combination of clarity
and definition. Unbelievably super soft and very dense, our
Tabriz collection rugs are heirloom quality made of 100%
Bamboo Silk. The wide variety of premium oriental inspired
designs and rich colors make this collection timeless and
elegant in any room feature.

Name:
Color:

Tabriz IS-081-S | Less 20%
Navy

Size:

150 x 220 cm
200 x 300 cm
240 x 340 cm
300 x 400 cm
320 x 460 cm

(5’0” x 7’2”)

Php

49, 995

(6’6” x 9’9”)
(7’9” x 11’2”)
(9’9” x 13’1”)
(10’5”x 15’1”)

2020 CATALOG | www.eurobel.com.ph

112, 495
154, 995

+

z

The Tabriz Collection boasts of intricate designs with 3 million
design points per square meter. This precise pencil point
definition for finite detail showcase the compelling
sophistication of the collection with a combination of clarity
and definition. Unbelievably super soft and very dense, our
Tabriz collection rugs are heirloom quality made of 100%
Bamboo Silk. The wide variety of premium oriental inspired
designs and rich colors make this collection timeless and
elegant in any room feature.

Name:
Color:

Tabriz IS-081-S | Less 20%
Red

Size:

150 x 220 cm
200 x 300 cm
240 x 340 cm
300 x 400 cm
320 x 460 cm

(5’0” x 7’2”)

Php

49, 995

(6’6” x 9’9”)
(7’9” x 11’2”)
(9’9” x 13’1”)
(10’5”x 15’1”)

2020 CATALOG | www.eurobel.com.ph

112, 495
154, 995

+

z

The Tabriz Collection boasts of intricate designs with 3 million
design points per square meter. This precise pencil point
definition for finite detail showcase the compelling
sophistication of the collection with a combination of clarity
and definition. Unbelievably super soft and very dense, our
Tabriz collection rugs are heirloom quality made of 100%
Bamboo Silk. The wide variety of premium oriental inspired
designs and rich colors make this collection timeless and
elegant in any room feature.

Name:
Color:

Tabriz IS-081-S | Less 20%
Rust

Size:

150 x 220 cm
200 x 300 cm
240 x 340 cm
300 x 400 cm
320 x 460 cm

(5’0” x 7’2”)

Php

(6’6” x 9’9”)
(7’9” x 11’2”)
(9’9” x 13’1”)
(10’5”x 15’1”)

2020 CATALOG | www.eurobel.com.ph

49, 995
79, 995
112, 495
154, 995

+

z

The Tabriz Collection boasts of intricate designs with 3 million
design points per square meter. This precise pencil point
definition for finite detail showcase the compelling
sophistication of the collection with a combination of clarity
and definition. Unbelievably super soft and very dense, our
Tabriz collection rugs are heirloom quality made of 100%
Bamboo Silk. The wide variety of premium oriental inspired
designs and rich colors make this collection timeless and
elegant in any room feature.

Name:
Color:

Tabriz IS-081-S | Less 20%
Silver

Size:

150 x 220 cm
200 x 300 cm
240 x 340 cm
300 x 400 cm
320 x 460 cm

(5’0” x 7’2”)

Php

(6’6” x 9’9”)
(7’9” x 11’2”)
(9’9” x 13’1”)
(10’5”x 15’1”)

2020 CATALOG | www.eurobel.com.ph

49, 995
79, 995
112, 495
154, 995

The combination of warm, vibrant colours and ethnic designs
with a modern twist, will certainly enhance any space, by
adding a touch of Wellness coziness. On top of that, the
luxurious softness and the rich look of the Wellness collection
guarantee a long-lasting enjoyment! Women with 100%
polypropylene fiber for soft and volumized texture, that is nonshedding and very easy to maintain.

Name:
Color:

Wellness 6402-R | Less 20%
1V01

Size:

160 x 230 cm
200 x 290 cm
240 x 340 cm
280 x 400 cm
320 x 460 cm

(5’3” x 7’6”)

Php

(6’6” x 9’5”)
(7’9” x 11’2”)
(9’2” x 13’1”)
(10’5”x 15’1”)

2020 CATALOG | www.eurobel.com.ph

23, 995

